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A B s m A a  

Community healing is an issue of great importance today in many Native 

comrnunities across Canada, and yet the concept goes largely undiscuued by medical 

anthropologists who have instead traditiondy focused on the 'ethomedicine' and poor 

h d t h  conditions of these cornmunities. For Innu of Sheshatshit, Labrador, comrnunity 

bealing invo1ves much more than mending physical aliments. Healing signifies a move 

towards new sochi meaning and wherence and is a forum for negotiating Innu identity. 

This thesis attempts to redress this gap in the Iiterature by desmibing the deeply nuanced 

meanings comrnunity heaihg takes on in community discourse and its implications for 

contemporary Innu identity. AdditionaIly, this amunt explores the significance of 

nostaigia for the past and of country space in community discourse as it relates to 

comrnunity healing. 

RÉSKMÉ 

De plus en plus, le communify heuhg devient un sujet d'une importance capitale 

au sein des groupes autochtones du Canada. Pourtant, au lieu d'examiner ce concept de 

manière critique, la littérature en anthropologie médicale a continue a centrer son attention 

sur "l'ethnomédecine" et sur les conditions de vie pénibles dans les communautés 

amérindiennes. Chez les Innus de Sheshatshit, Labrador, la notion de heahg renvoie à 

quelque chose de plus profond que le traitement de problèmes de santé: ii un moyen de 

mettre en place un nouveau champ de significations sociales et de renforcer la cohesion de 

la communauté ainsi qu'à un forum de négociation de l'identité Innu. Cette thèse explore la 

notion de community heoling, sa portée par rapport à l'identité Innu collective et 

individueue; elle essaie égaiement de dégager les principales dimensions de cette notion. 

De plus, cette thèse examine la portée de la nostalgie par rapport au passé et à i'espace 

( c m @  -ce) dans le discours de Sheshatshit vis-à-vis du concept de community 

healing. 
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While conducting preliminary research for this thesis, 1 was struck by the tensions 

between what I was reading in "the literaîure" and what 1 was 1e-g about by word of 

mouth fkom reseafchers with experience in Native communities. Most of the research 

done on "healingy7 and "healuh" in Abonginal communities focuses either on the poor 

health status of Native peoples, emphasiig the disproportionally high incidences of 

mortality, suicide, infant mortality, alcohol abuse and substance abuse found in Native 

populations (see for exarnple Bagley 1991 ; Brady 1971; Jarvis and Boldt 1982; Trovato 

199 1 ; Wotten 1985; T. Young 1984, 1994) or on ethnomedicine, "traditional medicine", 

and "shamanism" (see for exarnple Descent 1986; Fortuine 1985; Hultkrantz 1985; Jiiek 

1982; MaUoch 1989; Morse et al 1991; D.Young 1989). In contrast, when 1 raised the 

subject of traditional medicine (my inhial research interest) with members of the 

Sheshatshit community and with several researchers working with Native groups, 

conversation often tumed instead to the concept of "cornmunity heaîing" or "healing"l, a 

salient issue today in many Native communities across canada2. The works mentioned 

above share a common conceptual point of departure, understanding "heaiing" to mean 

l~nitiallY, 1 distinguished ktween these two t e m .  Upon reflection, 1 beîieve tbat they are used in 
relatively synonymous ways in Sheshatshit, with the distinction that "healing" i s  used more &en to refer 
to an individual's health (both physical and emotional) and that "community healing" is used to talk more 
about the communal path towards heaith as a social body. 1 will use both these terms through the course 
of this thesis, while trying to respect their nuanced Merences. 
2 ~ h e  m m  Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples spotlsored a National Round Table on Abriginai 
Health and Social Issues, published as The to H m b g  (1993b). The thoughts expressed at these 
meetings by a wide range of botb Native and non-Native people involved in heaith development and 
delivery in Native communities across Canada conth the extreme relevancy and importance of 
community healing today, as well as the wide range of lacal approaches to it. See also the published 
public hearings of the Royal Commission (1993a) that idenlijr "personal and collective heoling for 
Aboriginal peoples and communities" (1993a:3; emphasis in original) as one of four central themes 
emerging throughout the public hearings. Given the general lack of cesources available on the topic of 
cammunity healing. Lbese publications (and &rs writtcn by comrnunity organizaUons thcmselvcs) arc 
illuminaiing. However, terrns such as "community healing", "comrnunity well-being", and "a hding  
perspective" remain unproblematized in these documents, leaving hem as undefined concepts. This thesis 
attempts to fil1 this gap. 



curative practices for physical aiiments. In cornparison, the contemporary sense of 

b'community heaüng" in rnany Abonginal comrnunities entails a much wider sense of the 

word "healing", one that very lïttle pubiished scholarly work has yet considered3. This 

piqued my curiosity: voluminous amounts have been written about Native peoples in 

Canada, yet this highly relevant, widespread, and current topic of discussion in Native 

cornmunities had as yet been largely neglected by schoiars. 

Wommunity herüng" 

Comrnunity healing especiaily appealed to me as a topic of inquiry for two 

reasons: initial conversations 1 shared with members of the Sheshatshit comrnunity 

showed it to be of gmwing importance to them; additiondy, studying it offered a chance 

to highlight the positive initiatives arising intemally in a Native cornmunity and geared 

towards addressing difticult social problems, rather than perpetuating the negative image 

of a Native community in decline and despair. 1 began this project by asking 'what does 

it mean to heal a community?' This question led to &ers and gradually expandeci to 

include: how are people addressing such difncult social problems? Who is involved in 

this process? What are the difFering levels of discourse among comrnunity members in 

Sheshatshit about community healing? How does community healing relate to larger root 

issues such as the continual re-negotiation of cultural identity? 

I was fortunate enough to spend three months dunng the spnng and surnmer of 

1995 in Sheshatshit, Labrador, an Innu community of about 1,000 people, explonng these 

issues. Innu of Sheshatshit are searching for effective and appropriate ways to reorder 

lives that have been profoundly disrupted by rapid cultural change compounded by both 

substance abuse and farnily violence. H&g for many Innu people 1 spoke with has 

corne to signify a move towards new social meaning and coherence, and towards 

- . . .- - - - 

3 b e  extremely a m n t  exception to this mnd is Faber (19%). 

2 



regaining control of Innu üves by addressing the acute social problans that face the 

community. H&g in this context goes fm deeper than mending and mdicating physical 

hurts. It also speaks to the residue of coloniaiism and its terrible effects on the morale and 

self-confidence of many Native people who have for generations stniggied against racism 

and assimilation. Comrnunity heaüng is in part a network of social W c e  programmek 

geared towards helping comrnunity members mend lives and f d y  fibric damaged by 

abuse and violence. Cornrnunity healing is also a forum for talking about a history of 

colonialism and assimilation, the profound pain stemming from them, and for looking 

towards a better future while instilling and a5ming pride in behg a Native person in the 

present. This is not to say that cornmunity members are moving as one on these issues, 

nor that each individual person in the community is eager to "heal". Opinions in 

Sheshatshit about community healing Vary widely, and it is not my intention to attempt a 

bounded definition of healing for IMU in this thesis. Instead, 1 offer one perspective on 

cornmunity healing that has been deeply informeci by both rny initial questions and then by 

my impressions, associations, and expenences once in the comrnunity. Another point of 

entry would have no doubt dmerently nuanced my understanding of community healing 

and its place in Sheshatshit today, for as writers such as CMTord (1988), Crapantano 

(1992), and Marcus and Fischer (1986) have made clear, there is no neutrality in 

ethnography. Furthemore, 1 must emphasize that 1 am circumscribing my investigation 

here to contemporary concepts of wmrnunity heaiing and the intemal community debates 

as they were descnbed to me and appeared to me during my t h e  in Sheshatshit. Tracing 

the development of the concept of wmrnunity heaiing and possible traces of it histoncally 

in Innu nomenclature are beyond the scope of this project. 

Going in country 

The day &et my arriva1 in Sheshatshit, 1 was having a conversation with a man in 

the community with whom 1 had spoken a few times before and who was familiar with my 



interest in community heaîing. We began to speak of heaiing and of my research. Two 

things he said during the course of this discussion stuck in my mind: 'People's way of 

thinking is difEerent when out in the country. ..people are healthie?' and "the heahg for 

the Innu, 1 think, is in the country". Going "in country" (or nutshinït in Irmu4mn) 

means going to live on the land with one's famiy in hunting and fishing camps for a period 

of M or three months in the spring or auhunn, living in tents and away î?om the 

cornmunity. Recently, more and more families have been going in country again, after a 

period of time when fewer were making the trip. During the spring of 1995, almost half 

the community went in country. But this man also told me that it has been eight or nine 

years since he had spent t h e  out in country, and that he feels guilty about not having been 

out more recently. Even so, this yearning he expressed had not .been forceful enough for 

hirn to leave the cornrnunity with his family and go in country. In subsequent discussions 

with other community members, similar and related themes emerged: the importance of 

being in country but also the difnculty of escaping the community; the emphasis on how 

difrent  life is when away from the community; how people ahvays have things to do 

when in country; how alcohol is no longer important to people when they go in country. 

Why were people talking to me about being in country when 1 had asked them about 

comrnunity healing? 

Life in the community 

1 found Sheshatshit to be a place of great contrats ... a place with people also just 

living their iives, and not talking expiicitly about wanting to 'heal' themselves. 

Sheshatshit is fblly "modemized"- people Live in houes, drive cars and pick-ups, listen to 

CBC Momingside, watch "The Fresh Prince of Bel Air" and "Bay Watch on TV, eat 

pork chops meat loaf, and pizza; go dancing to the sarne kind of music in Goose Bay as is 

played on CKOI 96.9 and MU( 96 in Montreal. And yet, half the houses were empty 

when 1 first arrived ... many people were still out in country at their spring hunting camps, 



and would not retum for another three weeks. The linle boy in the famiy I lived with 

wore moccasins made by his grandmother f?om caribou skh and sinew. Everyone spoke 

1m4rtln4 with each other. There was a deep-fieezer in the basement stuffed with 

salmon, caribou legs, a caribou head, and mim berries; there were beaver pehs drying in 

the basement and one stored under my mattress to keep it Bat; four or five pairs of 

snowshoes made by hand were aored waiting for winter, hunting rifles were carenilly 

wrapped and stored in the basement rafters; bolts of white tent canvas were for sale at the 

Innu cultural school; fiesh salmon and trout fîooded into the house f?om both the 

grandfather and great-uncle's nets in July; the occasional rabbit or partridge found its way 

to the dinner table; and people talked to me about wishing they could go to a tent in the 

woods to spend the night ... the way the carpet of pine boughs laid on the tent floor would 

smell; the warmth of the wood aove; the sounds of the lake. And then, blaring radio 

intmded, or it was time to put a new load of laundry into the washing machine, or the 

phone rang, or somebody was at the fiont door, wanting a cigarette. Sheshatshit rnight 

have looked at 6rst Wce any other small, disadvantaged rural town, but clearly it was 

dEerent . 

Something else that struck me forcibly was the endless strearn of stories about 

tragic deaths that people recounted to me: suicides in the community, both attempted and 

'successfiil'; accidental deaths by gunshot or drowning; children neglected by parents and 

other family members because aii the adults in the household were drinking; accidents 

ùicurred while drinking ("yeah, there was a time 1 used to drink three-12'ss and then a 

bottle of hard stuff al1 by myself. ... then one night 1 blew my side out with a shot-gun after 

drinking 2'); deaths incurred by drinkuig ("I've lost two sisters who died because of 

dwhol: one drowned, the other choked on her own vomit; a brother-in-law who died 

'ituru-ainiun is Ihe IMU language, d d e d  ôy social scieatists as pan of the Algonquian language 
family . 
5- tweive-packs o f b r  



f i e r  ârinking a young nephew who shot himseîfwhüe dtùlking three people in the family 

have broken their legs whiie dru& and one broke his ankle 2). At fmt, 1 thought these 

were isolated incidents, tragic and hombly sad, but that they must be (or so I reassuted 

myseif), few and far between. However, as the number of stories increased, 1 began to 

realue that almost everyone had stones Ue them to tell: about fiiends, about cousins, 

about the people next door, "that guy" Hiaiking by on the road; "that wornan's" daughter, 

a friend in Utshimassit, a niece in Quebec; oneself. 1 became overwhelrned by the aories 

and at each new teliing, and more and more profoundly disturbed, eswaiiy at the way 

they were recounted - as if the teUer was describing a painting of the scene. AU the 

details of Iife and of an individual involved were there, but in a detached way as one 

would look at a picture irnitating Me but not in itselflivhg. It was as if every tirne a story 

was told 1 felt myself shrink fkom the terror, feeüng the pain - my heart would start 

pumping faster, my stomach would knot; but the person teüing the story appeared non- 

plussed, as ifthis were not anything extraordinary - certainly not enjoyable, but not cause 

for alarm, either. Then as t h e  went on, 1 realized that 1 too had begun to react in a 

ciifferent way as the stories of death, tragedy, accident, and abuse continued to emerge. 

They were no longer out of the realm of "everyday", of "normal". They had become a 

current in my Me, something that underlay every new day, every aquaintance that 1 made. 

1 knew the stories and pain were there, spoken or not, the ghoas and the ghosts to be. 

There was a certain atmosphere in the community, a feeling of waiting, of anticipation, of 

kwwing that it was simply a matter of t h e  until the next tragedy struck. It was a feeling 

that 1 denied and pushed back for as long as possible, but it was undeniably there in the 

cornmunity, lurking. 

Life at the umpsitt 

Then, 1 Ieft the wmrnunity to spend a weekend with my host f d y  away tiom 

Sheshatshit. The farnily 1 stayed with lives together in their house during the winter. but 



had room for me in the summer because the grandparents camp out at a site about five 

d e s  fiom Sheshatshit on a difFerent part of Lake Melville. It was hae that 1 first saw 

and experienced the dflerences between community Life and We muy fiom the 

community. I had been camping when I was younger with my parents in state parks in 

New England, in a tent, with a Coleman cooler, Tang orange drurk, and coohg  over a 

propane itove, but this was dEerent. It was not just a family vacation. This campsite 

was the grandparent's true home. Here they felt relaxed and d e ,  away h m  the 

community, camping on the shores of the lake. The days were fidl and busy: taking waiks 

looking for ducks, geese, or pamidge depending on which direction one began walking, 

either towards the marsh and lake or towards the woods; coiiecting pine boughs for the 

tent floor or for ~ a t i n e n ' s ~  large cooking hearth outside. She was always bustling about 

at her hearth: baking or cooking breads, stews, and doughnuts; cleaning and preparing 

animals there; washing dishes or making tea. Her husband was constantly chopping 

wood, checking nets, collecting bark for the fires. The baby of the family demanded a lot 

of attention as most 18 month olds do, especially as he leamed to walk that summer, and 

whatever baby-sitting 1 could do was always more than welcome. The weekends I spent 

like this were some of the best of my life and fkom the discussions we had about it, the 

family had always felt the sarne way about camping there, too. 

Most Saturday or Sunday afiemoons the extendeâ farnily would trickle down to 

visit for an hour or two; it was a chance for them to get away fiom Sheshatshit, to enjoy 

some of Matinen's country cooking, and to visit with family members. Later on, her 

husband's two brothers and their families also put up their tents and stayed through the 

end of June and July. The feeling at this camp was wholly different from that of 

comrnunity life, but at the tirne was not one 1 cauld articulate well at ail. But slowly, bits 

and pieces began to corne together as 1 talked to people more and more about healing, 



about lifé in the community, about the pain they had experienced, and about king in 

country. 

Pdiminary landmarks 

It is within this context of contrast between comunity and country that 1 situate 

wmmunity healùig because the contrast represents a number of issues critical to 

appreciating the significance of community healing in Sheshatshit. Fudy, Innu people 

have experienced drarnatic cultural upheaval and change in the past forty or ofty years: 

living circumstances and priorities have shifted fiom self-sufficient nomadism Linked with 

some activity in the fùr trade only two generations ago to settlement and assimilation into 

a cash-based economy. This is due in part to the efforts of the Catholic rnissionaries and 

the provincial and federal government to assimilate Innu by suppressing Innu culture, 

resulting in social upheavai and chaos. W~thout this colonial history, there would be no 

need for community healing of the nature we are discussing today. 

Secondly, this colonial experience is not unique to the h y  but is repeated 

multiple times throughout Canada. Thirdly, within the past twenty years there has been a 

powefil movement among Abonginal groups in Canada towards self4etermination and 

the assertion of Aboriginal nghts. This arose in concurrence with rnovements Wte Black 

Power, Red Power, the Arnerican Indian Movement (AM) in the United States and the 

National Indian Brotherhood (NIB) in Canada during the 1970's that triggered a surge of 

Native American pnde throughout North America. in Canada, this movement was 

particulariiy solidified by the White Paper of 1969, a piece of proposed legislation that 

helped to unify a Native response to a colonial-minded federal govemment and fostered a 

new activism among many Native people on both sides of the border, no longer able to 

stand passively by and watch their lives be controlled by outside forces (see also Crow 

Dog 1 990; Levin 1 993; Richardson 1 989). 



Native peoples of Canada have been engaged in a series of political and kgal steps 

towards re-daimhg contro1 over their own communities, lands, rrsources, and ways of 

Me, and cornmunity healing is a crucial element of this process for many Native groups, 

Inw arnong them. As Mercredi and TurpeU wxite, self-government is "an end to the 

dominance of one group of people over another .At is a beginning, not a solution7' (1993 : 

247) but one that equates self-government with seGrespect, self-estean, and "the fuhre 

for Our distinct cultures and identities" (ibid:245) and emphasiues "...the profoundly 

spiritual nature o f  the movement for the recognition of F i  Nations rights and the 

heaIing of Fust Nations peoples" (ibid:41; emphasis added). It is under these general 

conditions that discourse about community healing has begun to emerge in many Native 

communities in Nonhem Canada and 1 argue that it is within this general historical 

framework that this development must be situated in order to be understood. 

Furthemiorel in Sheshatshit, the discourse surroundhg comunity healing has 

become linked with going in country which in tum is the epitomy of Innu identity for 

many people. Being in country emerged again and again in my discussions with people as 

a crucial element of Innu identity and as a "place of healing". There, people could rise 

above the daily circumstances they encounter while in the community and be in country 

instead, on the land, where the Pace of life and daily concems are geared towards Innu 

knowledge and skilis. Some people descnbed to me how being in country was a way of 

living as their ancestors had "for thousands of years" before; a way of escaping the 

chronic boredorn of the comunity and its underlying tensions, and being instead out in 

the woods where every day brought something new and chdenging and a sense of 

accompiishment; a way of afnrniing pride in being Innu and being Native. 

As much as being in country and issues of identity emerged in conversations about 

comrnunity healing, people also talked to me about healing s@fically in terms of the 

social problems individuals were addressing, such as abuse and akoholism. In this context, 

the emphasis was oAen placed on the intervention programmes and support systems within 



the community geared towarâs addrcssing these problems md what is king donc 30 &rl" 

the community. At nnt 1 thought that people were talking about Mercnt things, but thai 

I began to see that thae was no simple dichotomy between h-g as being in country anâ 

healing as intervention programmes - it was as if the discourses were circhg in orbits 

around and through each other, cowecting at certain points, and swinging away at o h ,  

only to be reunited again in an aidless spùai. Other themes about comrnunity healing that 

emerged fiom these circüngs included knowing one's history and roots as Iiuw; notions of 

heaiing as grieving; of heaüng as wdkontation and as "talking". AIl of these orbithg 

discourses are integral parts of what cornmunity healing means and signifiis to Innu people 

in Sheshatshit today. 1 could never hope to encapsulate the notion of "healing" for Iiuw as 

it is such a fluid and individualized concept. Rather, in the following pages, 1 will atternpt 

to describe these orbits of discourse on healing and offer my reading, one perspective, on 

what is currently trampiring in Sheshatshit as people live their lives and try to addnss the 

problems in their community. 



c3ummmm 
Theoretical and metbodological considerations 

Community healing 

Kayleen Hazlehurst has wrïtten about "personal and community healing ...[ and] 

indigenous visions for community recovery" (1994:xi) based on her experiences with 

Auarahan Aboriginal and Torres Strait Mander people. Hazlehurst documents similar 

social and historical conditions for these groups as are seen in Sheshatshit - alcoholism, 

inter-personal conflict, "histonc grievance and loss, and the sense of powerlessness and 

fhstration which they arouse ... tumed inward. Many communities display the classic 

symptoms of intemalised oppression - despair, sharne, and self-loathing, alienation, self- 

destructive behaviours and recurrent violence against close relatives.. . " (ibid: 1 8) and 

Hazlehurst notes how "aggressive and self-destructive behaviours ruin social relations and 

erode human trust" (ibid:25). Hazlehurst emphasizes the elements of empowerment and 

regaining control inherent in the process of community healing (which she altemately 

refers to as "community regeneration" and "community recovery"): "taking responsibility 

for community problems as a means of taking back control of community life" (ibid:5 1). 

She also recognizes that "the concepts of 'healing' and 'community re-empowerment' have 

become intrinsic to the process of achieving self-detennination" (ibid:46) and she clearly 

portrays the influence of "Canadian Indian" approaches to addressing farnily violence and 

addictions in their own communities on Australian Abonginal programmes. 

Hazlehurst's account is helpful in that it introduces some general themes 

sunounding community healing and its increasingly intemation~mterindigenous nature7. 

'0'Neil also cmphasiacs the "intemationai coilaboration between Aboriginal societies to conftont mmmon 
health concems" (1 993 :28) such as Canadian First Nations' representatives working with the Central 
Ausüaiian Abonginal Congress "to develop communityclontrolled alcohol treatment centres" (ibid:27) 
and the 'international Healing the Spirit Worldwide coderence, beld in Edmonton in July 1992, which 
drew more than 3500 Aboriginal participants from 14 coutries (including a delegation of 150 Aborigines 
from Austraiia)" (ibid:28), and states that "these Fitst People consultations are without doubt the mosi 



It also confirms the links baween seüldetermination, identity, and community healùig 

However, the questions of what community healing signifies for the various levels of social 

Me, what cornmunity re-empowerment "rneans", and why community healing has emerged 

at this particular moment in Australia go unasked in her text. As mentioned in the 

Introduction, one issue that prompted this thesis was the distinct lack of üterature 

concehg the concept of community healing. The tems "comrnunity healingw and 

"healing" do ernerge tantaüzïngiy from tirne to t h e  in the bodies of varbus t a s ,  but the 

authors who use them often do not diuectly explain them. However, the context in which 

they are utilized does reveal several themes relevant to this thesis. For example, Henriksen, 

while outlining current social and economic concems of Utshimassit (Davis Met) 

community members and leaders, makes a brief reference to community healing: 

a main conclusion in this article is that in order for the [Mushuau] IMU to be 
able to release their innovative potential, and create a richer economic basis 
for their comrnunity, they must go through a proces of healing, bath as 
indivzûùais Pnd as a comnru~&y. It is crucial to this process that they gain 
greater control over their own cornmunity and the running of its various 
institutions ... the Mushuau Innu perceive themselves as a people with a 
culture and a history of their own, and. .. such a perception is an integral part 
of the leaders' strategies to hed and rebuild their community. (1994:3; 
emphasis added) 

This paragraph in many ways surnmarizes the issues Hennksen addresses in the 

rest of this text: comrnunity healing for Mushuau IMU, like S heshatshit IMU, is intimately 

linked to self-detemination ("greater control over their own community ") and to Innu 

identity ("such a perception is an integral part...to heal and rebuild"). Aithough 

H e ~ k s e n  does not develop these ideas any further as they relate to community healing 

nor does he explore the concept of "hdng" beyond this initial point, we see reflected in 

significant contemporary initiative in tbe Atmriginal heahh arena" (ibid:28). Two d e r  examples of 
similar conferences are the "Communities in Crisis: Healing Ourselves", a conference on family violence 
and alcohol abuse in Native communities held in Montreal, June 64, 1991 and the "Nationai Fonun 
Report: Re-Integration of the E x a e n d e r  in First Nations CommWlj.ties" held in Montreal, November 17- 
18, 1994. The Waseskun House program helpd sponsor both conferences and has published reports of 
both on its website at http:lIwww. i n f o b a h n o s . c o m / ~ p t o g r a m s .  hunl 



his account the concepts ùitroduced by Haziehurst - a social context of difncult iiving 

conditions that comrnunity heaüng addresses and the social and political empowement 

that is linked with healing and rebuilding. 

Two other authors, John D. O'Neil (1993; 1994) and Naomi Adelson (1992), 

have begun to examine the concept of comrnunity healing in theu work in a more critical 

fashion. O'Neil participated in the National Round Table on Aboriginal Heaith and 

Social Issues sponsored by the Royal Commission on Aboriginal People and pubfished a 

discussion paper in the Commission's report (ONeil: 1993). His paper focuses on the 

development of Aboriginal heaith poiicies and the increasingly involved role Aboriginal 

communities are taking in their own health care planning. It is within this context that he 

raises the issue of comrnunity healing. He considers western medicine to have had a 

"colonizing impact ... on Aboriginal society" (ibid:36) and sees a shift in heaith issues 

within Abonginai communities as many communities are starting to initiate their own 

programmes centring on local prionties: "there is also an expanded interest in 'health' as 

opposed to the 'sickness profiles' common to mainstream epiderniology. Issues such as 

f d y  violence, addictions and mental and spiritual health are fundamentai rather than 

secondary concems" (ibid:35). Although he does not expiicitly state that these are the 

very issues that community heaüng centres around, it is irnplied within his text. ONeil 

then goes on to discuss both the Canadian government's health care transfer initiative and 

the generai principles of Aboriginal traditional medicine. The transfer initiative can be 

seen as a first step towards seü-determination in health care and perhaps also towards a 

fiuiffil integration of traditional Aboriginal medicine and bio-medicine. According to 

O'Neil, this wiil ultimately contribute to community well-being as "Aboriginal 

communities across the country.. .are making huge progress against enonnous odds on 

the problems that are most significant at the community level - aicohol, domestic 

violence and child abuse" (ibid:44-5). 



O'Neil's 1994 article, written in collaboration with Brian Postî, elaborates upon 

the ciramatic potential of self-government to positively impact Aboriginal heahh and 

health Gare in Canada, and "the long-term expectation that seKgovenunent will be about 

more than poiitics, power and the administration of services. Fundamentaily, it will also 

be about community well-beingy' (1994:67). The authors visualize self-government as a 

building block for social development which in tum "wüi contnbute to improved health 

by supporting the healing process that is already under way in many Aboriginal 

cornrnunities" (ibid:67). O'Neil and Postl's approach is a politicaüy situated one, and 

reinforces the importance of the context of Aboriginal health and ~e~determination in 

Canada for the concept of community heaiing. 1 hope to build upon the themes that 

O'Neil has drawn out by showing how comrnunity healing in Sheshatshit must also be 

understood within the greater context of a remobilization of Innu identity and by 

descnbing what healing means on an experiential level for people's daily lives. 

Naomi Adelson's recent work with the Whapmagoostui Cree of eastern James 

Bay offers another perspective on comrnunity healing. The Whapmagoostui Cree are 

another Algonquian group linguistically related to, and culturaliy similar to, the 

Sheshatshit Innu. Adelson's approach to healing is a notable exception to the works 

discussed in the Introduction as she expands her understanding of the concept of healing 

to incorporate issues relating to both Cree identity and health. She explores the Cree 

concept of mi)mphtaatrisiiun which she translates as "being aîive weW, a term much 

more expansive than "health" or "heding" when used with only physicd connotations. 

Miylpimaatisiiun includes, among other things, "how one lives and interacts ...' being 

dive weU' is being able to hunt, punue traditional activities, iive well in the bush (and) 

eat the nght food (1992: 1 1). Additionally, nippimaatisiiun and the cultural practices 

that it includes becomes a way for Cree to distinguish themselves fiom nonoCree. It is "a 

fom of cultural assertion, and as such, represents opposition to perceived threats to 

cultural continuity" (ibid:200); in order to maintain good health, one must also participate 



in cultural activities that are distinctly Cree (ibid:236-7). Aithough Adelson does not 

du* address the topic of community heaüng, her work does portray the deep 

comection between health and identity in a Native community similar to Sheshatshit, as 

wel as enlarge notions of "health" and "healing7' beyond physical concems to ernbrace 

issues of identity and social distinctiveness. What she proposes about the connections 

between "being aüve well" and the assertion of Cree identity is also highly suggestive for 

Sheshatshit Innu. 1 shall expand upon her work in the course of this thesis by e x p l o ~ g  

how the discourse of commu~ty healing in Sheshatshit is intirnately linked to issues of 

identity and being Innu. 

These basic premises about community healing coming fkom Hazlehurst, O'Neil, 

and Adleson's work inforni my own research. That is to Say, the issues of community 

empowennent, the politics of Abonginal health and selfk?etennination, and a 

conceptualization of health that expands beyond the confines of physical conditions are all 

elements integral to a prellminary understanding of comrnunity heaiing. With this 

foundation in place, 1 propose a fiamework that centres around two main theoretical axes 

and intend to investigate if these analytical principles are sufficiently strong to account for 

the different dimensions of comrnunity heaiing in the particular context of Sheshatshit. 

The first axis comprises the social problems and social suffering of the cornmunity that 

have emerged within the past thirty years and stem fiom a colonial history. The second 

axis is the assertion of Innu cultural identity and a remobilization of pride in being JMU. 

This second axis is itself situated within the wider context of Abonginai seKdetermination 

in Canada and then more specifically, within recent local political activism in Sheshatshit. 

Ultimately, it is at the point of intersection where suffering and identity corne together that 

the stnngth and vital importance of community healing tmly emerge. 



Social suffering 

Community healing is a multifaceted response to some extremely painfil and 

serious issues that touch Sheshatshit community members on many levels. In a recent 

collection of essays on social suffering and structural violence, Kleinman, Das, and Lock 

cal1 for an approach to such topics that understands how "foms of human s u f f e ~ g  cm be 

at the same tirne collective and individual. ..[and an approach that also describes] what is at 

stake in human experiences of political catastrophe and social structural violence" 

(1996:xii). These authors and the others writing on dinerent aspects of social sdering in 

the same volume 'do not directly consider contemporary üWig conditions of Native 

groups, yet their work paraiiels my own as it covers many of the same conditions inherent 

in cornrnunities expenencing sociai trauma and severe sociai conditionss. Although my 

original research objective was to focus on positive community based programmes airned 

at resolving community problems, 1 soon found that simply descnbing the underlying 

factors that made a move towards community heahg necessary in the first place was by 

itself inadequate. In order to show the significance of community healing it was 

absolutely essential to go beyond statistics and history and reach instead towards 

describing "what was at stake in [the] human experience". One p ~ c i p l e  that guided me 

through so much of the research was asking what do these conditions mean for people's 

lives? How are these experiences that are being recounted to me spread out over the 

dserent layers that compose this community? That is, in both my research and my 

writing, 1 have attempted always to remain attentive and sensitive to how "suffering ... is 

experienced within nested contexts of embodirnent: collective, intersubjective, individual" 

(ibidxvii) in order to give a deeply nuanced account that represents the profound 

significance of community healing to many people in Sheshatshit. 

*See An Anane Kapesb (1976) for a powerfd accouru of the social Sunering of h u  in SchcffeMllc fmm 
the perspective of a woman living there. 



In the sarne collection of essays, Fanner asks the question "by what mechanisms 

do social forces ranging fiom poverty to racism b m e  embodied as individual 

expenence?" (1996: 261-2): Clearly, this group of authors understands that social 

suffering permeates a multitude of layers that compose a cornmunity's fabric and touch it 

on alî levels of social interaction: individual, interpersonai and collective. The issues 

facing Sheshatshit are also of this nature, and must be contextuaiized as such in order to 

be fully appreciated. Farmer goes further to suggest that recounting life stories and 

experiences is an effective way of tmly portraying "the sharp, hard surfaces of individual 

suffering" (ibid:263), but that in order "to explain suffering, one must embed individual 

biography in the larger matrix of culture, history, and political economy" (ibid:272). 1 

concur with Farmer that recounting iife stones are a vivid way of communicating what 

this social violence is Iike on the phenornenological, lived level, and that at the same time 

the individual must also be situated historicaîly and politically. However, 1 am not 

attempting to eqdain the suffering in Sheshatshit as much as 1 am attempting to make its 

poignancy felt, situate it within a historical context, look at what is being said and done 

on the community level to &ess the social suffering, and then examine the implications 

of this discourse. 

Reappropriation o f  identity 

Some people now, they me on their way to healing - it tmk a lot of 
courage to wafi on the mnway - you feel pr& thal there's something 
yar cm do and feel proud of being a native person. .. Once you know 
ytm huve strength, ym can go kill caribou in Kanimesh when you 
aren't supposed tu and [you cw go wulk on the mnway. Croce, mtd-fbmes.. 

Running alongside this axis of social pain that community healing is attempting to 

redreu is the second axis of Innu identity. The emergence of community healing as an 

active discourse in Sheshatshit occutnd in conjunction with a dramatic change in 

community poiitics. The community for many years "until the late 1970s ... seemed to have 



been ovenwhelmed by the impact of devdopment, and unable to put up any effective 

resistance to this process" (Tanner 199337). However, throughout the late IWO'S and 

d o  the 19801s, the Lnnu leadership in Sheshatshit became increasingiy politicid. Tanner 

(1993) traces the growth of this deveiopment and examines it in light of the increase in 

IMU social isolation and marpUiaiUation flom the surroundmg non-Innu society, 

identifjing it as a central contributhg factor in the development of the "relatively extreme 

form of ethnic nationalism" (ibid:94) that flavours the political actîvity of the Inni Nation 

in comparison with other Native groups in Canada. Tanner, foiiowing the work on ethnic 

nationalism by political scientist Walker Comor (19731, aiso links the wider movement of 

Fint Nations' selfdetermination with a renewed sense of identity as Native people and 

situates Innu pride and identity within the larger context of this First Nations' pride and 

identity occurring throughout Canada: 

The recent (re)assertion of Canadian indigenous peoples' nationalism 
and cals for autonomy does indeed ... seem to have followed fiom the 
development of their seKconscious identity as a people. In the case of 
the abonginal people of Labrador and to some degree among those in 
adjacent Quebec, this new identity has been rnarked, for example, by 
their insistence (starting around 1978) on being called Innu' instead of 
the previous labels applied to them of Montagnais' or 'Naskapi'. It also 
coincides with haWig their territory referred to as 'Nitassinan' 
(ibid: 77-8) 

Although Innu ethnonationalism and "se~wmcious identity" began to emerge over a 

number of yean and through dserent political leaders, it was the weil documented Lnnu 

resistance to NATO low-level military training fiights originating fiom the Goose Bay 

airbase that signaiied a deep politicization of Sheshatshit community members. Due to 

historical factors that I elaborate upon in the following chapter, h u  of Labrador do not 

have registered federai or provincial Indian statu, nor did they ever sign treaties with 

either govenunent. As such., their homeland has nwer been ceded and the LMU Nation 

9.~ir-nm is a aord in Inmr+aimun thac translates to 'air land" in Engiish. It is ibe uaditiod 
homeiand of tbe IMU. spanaiag the Quebec-Labrador peninsula 



doa not recognize "the authority that provincial and fideral laws and courts assert over 

thern and their iands" (ibid:76). Howwer, NATO~O began training tlights in 1980 (as wd 

as constructing bombing ranges) over the Quebec-Labrador peninda and innu hunting 

territories without consultùig the Innu Nation or conducting any nniironrnentaI impact 

studies. As the fiights take place at extraordinarily low altitudes (sometimes as low as 30 

metres) and produce intensely loud noise without wamhg (A-e and Kennedy 

1989), theû intrusion over Innu hunting camps has been extremely controversial and the 

ünpetus for an IMU civil disobedience carnpaign of protests and demonstrations. This is 

in part what Grace refers to above - over a period of months, beginnïng in 1988, rnany 

Innu were "walkuig on the rumvay" in Goose Bay in large groups, preventing the NATO 

bombers fiom taking off and conducting training drills. Each tirne the protesters went on 

the mnway, they were arrested and a number of protesters have had to pay fines or serve 

tirne in jail for their participation1 l in the demonstrationd2. 

The other incident Grace refers to, "you can go kfi caribou in Kanimesh when 

you aren't supposed to", is another element in the ment nse in Innu pnde. By the 

1950ts, governmental game laws began to restnct hunting and Ming rights in Labrador, 

and by the 19701s, both Native and nonoNative people were required by law to have 

hunting licenses, avdable ody by lottes, (Tanner 1993:83-4). f i s  did not stop Innu 

fiom pursuing their traditional hunting, but it did mean that increasing numbers were 

arrested for hunting violations in country (ibid:84). A growing resentment toward these 

game laws enipted in the spring of 1987 when it was announced by the govermnent that 

'%e N A M  nations spoctsoring Vaining at the airbase in Goose! Bay, Labrador and mer Nitashm 
k lude  Germany, Hohd, En- Italy, and France. The United States mas for a tirne also training in 
Goose E3ay. but bas suice œasd its acti,ity tbere. ' 'Although îbe majority of these runuay occupations and protests took place W e e n  1988 and 1993, the 
ratnifidons are still being felt in Sbeshatshii, As recently as fuly 15, 19%. one of the political leaden of 
Sheshatshit was imprisoned for ten days after refiising to pa). a $250 fine that was asseseü him by tbe 
Newfmdland-Labrador courts after king convicted on cbarges stemming from the occupation of Dutch 
F-16's during a runway protest on September 8. 1993. 
l 'Sec Wadden (1 99 1 )  for an excellent and highly detailed account of lnnv p r o t a  actions agaim lm- 
lwel flying. 



the Mealy ~ o u n t a i n ' ~  caribou herd, oElimits for a number of years, would be open for a 

limiteci hunt. Innu leaders and fiunilies decided to hunt and camp without the licenses and 

before the season opened as a way of showing their sovereignty over unceded land. The 

Mealy Mountains were traditional hunting and fishing grounds of a number of Sheshatshit 

f d e s ,  and many Innu of all ages becarne involved in the "üiegal" hunt even in the face 

of RCMP raids on both hunting camps and houses in Sheshatshit (Tanner 1993:83-5; 

Wadden 1991 :93-5). A wide variety of sources, both internai and extemal, identit;l these 

two protest actions as d e h g  episodes in the life of Sheshatshit. The community 

found issues it could rally m n d  and concems that unifieci it, and for many people this 

was an extremely empowering experience. 

Nagel has written how political protest and mobilization are ways of reatlirming 

ethnic identity and pride, and about the effectiveness of relying on highly charged cultural 

symbols to highlight protesters' demands (1 994: 166). Both the NATO protests and the 

Medy Mountains civil disobedience campaigns centred around the Innu right to maintain 

and numire traditional ways of Me, particularly the right to hunt caribou, a potent 

cultural signifier for Innu. By protesthg and protecting their ability to continue such 

activities that are integral elements of Innu identity, Innu were also re-atnrming their 

right to self-determination. Howard's work on ethnic identity in the Pacific with other 

abonginai groups facing similar conditions speaks also to the situation in Sheshatshit: 

At the heart of the issue is how the bases for cultural identity relate to 
peoples' attempts to control their own destinies. indigenous social 
movements ... represent ... attempts by colonidy subjugated peoples to regain 
some masure of control over their iives. The thrust towards self- 
determination remains strong in the postcolonial Pacific ... cultural identity is 
an important part of this thmst, as Pacific peoples explore the most effective 
ways of balancing political potency in large? arenas against greater control of 
home comrnunities. (1 99O:274-5) 

I37'he Mealy Mountains are not far fiom Sheshatshit. located on the swth shore of Lake Melville (see 
map. page v). 



The poiiticization of Sheshatshit around l o w - I d  flying and garne laws emerged ffom a 

deep frustration with the surroundiig Euro-canadian population that would not üsten to 

Innu concems and opinions but that imposed its own policies that significantly impacted 

ha. As in Howard's example, this civil disobedience carnpaign was centrally a 

move by Innu towards controiiing Innu destiny. However, the implications of these 

protests reach beyond the political level. The protests also became a way to protect and 

assert Innu identity that is intenvoven with the land that was being overfiown. Country 

space in cornmunity discourse is a "place of healing", a space with an almost mythic 

capacity to reanchor people and make them strong again. By defending the land, people 

were also defending their right to maintain this refûge, this space that is at the core of Innu 

identity . 

Tbe politicization of identity 

"(there is) a m e n t  generation of 20-30yem ol& who ore pur down by 
their parents und gmt@arents because they -y the young people me 
acting l i k  they me white and h t  being Inmr is more than genetzcs. 
7his hur~s.. . there is a real struggle now of w h t  'inmnes' is.. . and h m  
c m  it k lived? Hw can it be stren~hened?" 
(Rra. lare thimes ) 14 

"People alwqys portrayeci country as healing healthy, as who we are 
(ZF Innu. as healthy Znm" p~oclh, L ~ E  mennu. 

The cultural construction of identity has received much anthropological attention. 

Barth's early work on ethnic boundaries posited 

14~lthough 1 feel tbat including an age is helpfid for situating each individuals* commeniary, providing 
the exact age taised issues of confidentiality as it could too easily jeopardize the anonqmity of each 
participant. Consequently, the terms "early**, "mid" and "late" =fer to the fouowing range (taking the 
thirties as an esample): 30-33 refers to the early tbirties, 34-36 to the mid-thirties, and 37-39 to the late 
thirties. However, in mgnition that each individual's statw within a commwùty  dl influence her or his 
position on various issues, 1 have mrnpiled a brief, global sketch of the people 1 interviewed for this thesis 
in an attempt to balance the confidentiality of these participants with a certain amount of clarity for the 
reader. The composition of the people 1 inteniewed is as follows: 45% are women, 55% are men; 23% are 
25 years old or younger. 68% are benveen the ages of 26 and 50, and 10% are over 50 years old; 4 1% were 
not workirig for any of the social program in Sheshatshit; 18% were Healing Services workers; 18% 
worked for social programs sponsored by the Innu Nation other than Heahg SeMces; 14% were active in 
local palitics; and 9% were wotking for Social SeMces. 



social processes of exclusion and incorporation whereby discrete 
categories are maintained devite changing participation and 
membership in the course of individual Me histories .. .ethnic 
distinctions do not depend on an absence of social interaction and 
acceptance, but are quite to the contrary often the very foundations on 
which embracing social systems are built (1969:lO; emphasis in 
original) 

More recentiy, Clifford hm proposai that our very wqy of understandimg culture and 

cultural change has prejudiced Our definitions of identity and he wonders what might 

change if we stmctured our questions differently: 

What if identiîy is conceived not os a bounaby to be maintained but as a 
fiexils of relations and transactions actively engaging a subject? The story or 
stories of interaction must then be more cornplex, less linear and 
teleological.. . how do stories of contact, resistance, and assimilation appear 
fiom the standpoint of groups in which excharige rather than identity is the 
findamental value to be sustained? (1 988:344; emphasis added) 

Poyets work in Micronesia supports Ciiffiord's: "Sapwuahfik personal identity is 

hierarchically nested, situationally variable, and potentially changeable over a person's 

lifetime" (1 990: 127). Theoretical perceptions about the cuhral construction of identity 

have shified from boundaries to interactions; identity is understood now not as neatly 

pigeon-holed but instead as organic, mutable, and even situationally dependent; not as "a 

thing but a process" (Sollon 1989:xv). Jenkins (1994) has further elaborated upon these 

points by demonstrating the mutual and reciprocal influence of extemal and intemal factors 

on the processes of social identity. Personal and collective identities are "nested" or 

expenenced on the individual, interpersonal and collective levels of social interaction; 

identity is now conceptualized as fluid, changeable, variable and no longer limited to the 

premise of "discrete categories" that underlie Barth's valuable early contribution. 

Given al1 this, the question still remains as to what identity "is". Howard has 

descnbed identity as "cultural ways of characterizhg similarities and diffierences" 

(1 990:27 l), and Friedman understands identity as emerging from "comrnon experiences of 

the world [that unite as well as] ... similarity of community forms, socialization, language 



and sociality" (1992:205). Thus, we can conceptualize identity as a series of meaningful 

social characteristics that a person or a group refers to in order to indicate its place in the 

world. Furthemore, the assertion of identity and the symbois used to represent it can be 

seen as a political act. 

Over the years, these processes as rnanifested in Native American cornmunities 

have garnered considerable attention l Comell indicates how 

... increasingiy for large numbers of Indians, Indian identity - as distinct 
fiom tribai identity - has become a conscious and important basis of 
action and thought in its own right. A host of 'Amencan Indian' and 
Native American' organizations tes te  to its salience, as do the 
numerous cooperative political efforts by Indian groups and 
organizations on behalf of both tribal and supratnbal interests (1 988: 107) 

Additiondy, "whereas in previous years supratnbal activity had been limited largely to 

regional tribal alliance or to reiigious and cultural activity, in the present century Indian 

identity joined tnbd identity as a basis for poliliccrl action on a large scale" 

(ibid: 108;emphasis added). This "politicization of cultural identity" (Howard l990:274) is 

a salient feature of contemporary Native community life. However, identity is always 

defuied in a context of interaction with other peoples. Although "the growth of Native 

organizations and rnovements is helping Natives to retain their culture and identity and is 

reinforcing links among Natives all over Canada ...( and) the pan-Indian movement 

emphasizes the values and beliefs centrai to the culture of Canadian Natives" (Frideres 

1993:3 16), the particular identity Innu choose to accentuate will depend on the particular 

social context. On an extemal level vis-à-vis confkontation with the dominant society, the 

"comrnon experiences of the world" that Friedman refers to as inspiring the emergence of a 

comrnon identity would be more likely to prompt the IMU assertion of a "Native1' identity 

and help forge links with other indigenous groups. However, on a local level the 

l%ee for example Braroe 1975; Henzberg 197 1; Salisbury 1986; Sider 1993; Stymeia 1975; aad Tanaet 
(4) 1983. 



negotiation of identity becomes more a matter of definhg what is Innu in the face of pan- 

Indianism. 

As Soiiors posits, identity is "a process" and not "a thhg...but...the result of 

interactions" (1989: xv,xix). In Sheshatshit, some of what hm been bom with politicai 

action, fiieted in part by Innu (internai) forces and supra-tribal (extemal) forces, is a 

revindication of Innu identity and an empowerment that is linked with community heaîing. 

As an important coroiiary to empowerment and the assertion of identity, 1 tum to Fischer 

(1986) who has pointed to the potential of ahnic identities for renewal: "Ethnicity is a 

process of inter-reference between two or more cultural traditions, and.. . these dynamics of 

intercultural knowledge provide resentoirs for renoving humane values. Ethnic memory is 

thus, or ought to be, fiture, not past, onented" (1986 201; emphasis added). In 

S heshatshit, political activity, identity, and community healing have all developed within a 

'dynamic of intercultural knowledge' and influence; their Unport is that they offer a source 

of strength, a reservoir of sorts, that is enabling Innu to arategically recreate and redefine 

"Innu-ness" in the facing of troubling community problems. However, alongside this 

socio-political dimension of identity iinked with self-detennination and comrnunity 

empowerment, there is equaily a revindication of identity occuring on the individual level. 

Social suffering is a violence that attacks individuals at the core of their being, destablizing 

their entire social world of reference. In such a context, the personal empowement 

associated in community discourse with healing is another form of identity renewal. 

However in this case, it is on the level of the individual, seeking to regain control over the 

conditions of her or his own Me. 

Methodological issues 

This thesis is based on both library research and fieldwork, with my expenence U1 

the community heavily weighted over the former. During the three months that 1 spent in 

Sheshatshit 1 conducted twenty-one intewiews with community members. hteniews 



f o d  an important segment of my stay in Sheshatshit as they offered the opportunity to 

ask questions circling around the themes of healing, treatment programmes and 

intervention; however, far more valuable was simply king in the community. It is this 

constant contact that is a crucial underpinning of anthropology and for me as 1 tried to 

corne to an understanding of the many interwoven levels of "heahg" and what it means 

to both individuals and to the community. 

Because 1 was living with one particular family, 1 undoubtedly became associated 

with them in the minds of many people in the community. It is not uniikely that this both 

facilitated and hampered my contact with other Uidividuals and families in the community, 

and perhaps affecteci the impressions of pnorities and values 1 have of people in the 

Sheshatshit. Additionally, a large percentage of people 1 interviewed are working in 

social heahh care delivery and intervention programmes and active in CO rnrnunity affairs 

and politics. Furthemore, because of my age (22 at the the), the peer group I became a 

part of ais0 had an important impact on the perspective garnered. AU three factors may 

affect my resulting conclusions aithough a wide range of both age, occupation, and 

opinion is covered by the people with whom 1 spoke. After citing people in this thesis, 1 

follow with both a name and age range to give the reader a general idea of the sources of 

the dEerent opinions expressed, but for reasons of confidentiality, al1 names have been 

changed to pseudonyms , the ages are not specific, and 1 have not indicated the person's 

occupation. 

The first three weeks 1 was in Sheshatshit, many families were still out in country 

(almost half the community went to hunting camps this spnng) and 1 took the tirne to get 

stituated and familiar with my surroundings, and started compiling a list of people 1 

wanted to contact. 1 wanted to i n t e ~ e w  a range of people in order to reflect a variety of 

perspectives on community healing and 1 prioritized people who could be thought to 

have a speciai interest in the topic. This included both young and middie aged individuals 

that had recently returned from treatmem programmes and training programmes. 



cornmunity memben working as counseilors in the intervention programmes, olda 

people who would remember quite weU when treatment programmes did not exist and 

would have a perspective dïerent from younger people on both the past and present 

~aa l  problems than younger people; and people involved in policy planning for 

intervention programmes. That is to say, operating fiom the premise that it is impossible 

to seize upon an Uitanghle social phenornenon such as "community healing", one cm 

hstead approach an understanding of it by attempting to discover how it crystallizes for 

particular groups of people in a particular moment of tirne. As 1 kept leaming more 

about the community and kept taiking Uifomally to people 1 had met, the list grew. 

Some people were quite easy to reach and speak with; others were more difncult to get a 

hold of as summer is travel tirne for many. Once 1 had contacted and spoken with people 

working in office positions (such as Healing Services workers, Social SeMces workers, 

and Innu Nation Staff) who were easier to reach, 1 found that 1 was having difnculty 

locating and talking to people 1 wanted to meet but did not know. Mer  some thought 

and discussion with my host f d y ,  1 asked a good wornan fiiend to walk with me 

around the cornrnunity to help me track d o m  the people on my list and introduce me to 

them, a few at a tirne. This was quite effective and her help made an enormous dinerence 

in enriching my research as 1 was now able to reach whole other circles of community 

resident S. 

Al1 but two people 1 was able to approach were willing to meet and talk with me. 

The two women who were not interested were not hostile, but after trying to set up 

interviews unsuccessfûUy with them at different tirnes, it became clear that they did not 

want to meet with me, and consequently 1 lefl them alone. 

Although the sarnple size is small, 1 feel that the very nature of my research 

dictated it. 1 was talking to people about community healing and what that means to 

them, but the healing process for this community has come about in response to personril 

tragedies of immense proportion. The stories many people shed with me about their 



lives aml the pain of abuse anci negiect and alcoholism in hem are intimate and cificuit 

ones. Tears were shed in more than one interview as the stories unfolded and old 

mernories brought back. For this reason also 1 reiied on note taking rather than tape- 

recordhg during the interviews as it was less invasive and less threatening to people that 

were already sharing intimate elemmts of themsehes. 

While getting my bearings and settling in and beginning actually to talk to people, 

1 was also becorning more and more submerged into the daily rhythm of Sheshatshit and 

intemakg the energy of this new place. As dserent episodes 1 recount in the body of 

this thesis will show, this was often an abrupt process, as the pain and violence of the 

community and of its hiaory disturbed and shook me. Understandably then, my 

comprehension of healing is filtered by this atrnosphere and has infiuenced the way 1 

think and write about community healing. In particular, it strengthens my preliminary 

impression that contemporary research needs to focus more on positive initiatives arishg 

from within Native communities (such as the community healing movement) to address 

sometimes ovenvhelming social conditions. 

My initial research objectives were to look at the concept of community healing 

as it is situated within a larger socio-politicai context and investigate how Innu in 

Sheshatshit are using the discourse of heaiing to address pressing issues of social 

disintegration in a way that is meaningfiil and usetiil to them. Thus 1 was interesteci in 

contacting and leaniing from people who had been to treatment programmes; community 

members who have trained as addiction counsellors; people involved in the Nechi 

Treatment programme; Imu who have served on local heaith boards in the community 8 

and other people not active in this arena as an important contrast to those who are. As 1 

began to live in Sheshatshit and began to talk to people about what community healing 

"is", it became c h e r  that people were talking about healing in distinct ways: "heaiing" 

as an individual pursuit but with dramatic implications for the community as a whole; 

healing through intervention programmes such as those offered in the community or in 



extemal treatrnent centres to address abuse and to offer support to rrcovering people; 

and 'being in country" as a place of heaiing in contrast with the community that was 

more a place of addiction and trouble. 

The people 1 spoke with are al1 individuals with an opinion on the topic of 

community heaiing (ofken a strong one), on what heahg "is" and what its role should be 

in the community. This is not to say that the community speaks in one voice; indeed, 1 

have already tried to show how it does not. However, there is a strong sense within 

Sheshatshit that these are pressing social problems and that something must change. 

Community healing is one entry into this process, and one that many people had 

something to say about. 



The project and its setting 

Sheshatshit is one of two Innu communities in ~abrador l~ .  The provincial 

southeni border of Quebec-Labrador now bisects the traditional horneland of the Innu, 

known in Inmr-aimun as Nitassinan, and approximately 10,000 IMU live today in 13 

communities spread up the north shore of the St.Lawrence and into Labrador, 

Sheshatshit is home for about 950 Innu. Sheshatshit is tocated at the union of Grand 

Lake and Lake Melville (see map, page v), which evenhdy leads through a series of 

bays to the Atlantic Ocean. Due to this geographical feature, Lake Melville experiences 

tides and in places is briny (Northwest Point), but in other areas, potable (Kanimesh). 

The two lakes corne together at a nanow span of water that is today joined by a bridge. 

Sheshatshit is actually on the southem bank of land and the settler17 community of North 

West River is located on the northem side, with a population of about 600; the other 

nearest town, Happy Vailey-Goose is 40km around the south-western side of 

Lake MelviUe with a population of 8,610L9. Sheshatshit was for many years considered a 

part of North West River, but in 1979 it separated and became its own distinct 

municipality. Although the two communities exist side by side and are both small, there is 

not a lot of fiatemising between the two populations -- however, shce the Nonhem 

Store (formally the Hudson's Bay Company), the Poa Office, a nurse's clinic, the video 

rental shop, and the gas station are all located "cross the river", there is a certain amount 

'%e other is Utshimassit (Davis Inlct). 5 0  miles to the n o n h a .  
17Senkn are people of English, Sconish, and Inuit descent. Tbeir Ewopcan ancestors were involvecl in 
trading or trapping activities of the Hudson's Bay Company and the Northwest Company in central and 
amstai Labrador, âating back to the late 1700's and 1800'~~ and intermamed with Inuit. 
18HapW Valley and Goose Bay are continguous municipalitia and population ceam that are not readüy 
dinerentiated; local people often rcler to "the Valley" or to "Goose Bay" indirriminately. 
'g~tatinics Canada (1992) 199 1 Census, CarNo. 95-301. Oitawa: Minister of hdusuy, Science, a d  
Technology. 



of contact between the two groups as Sheshatshit community members are obiiged to 

cross over in order to take aâvitntage of these services. For the most part however, each 

wmmunity keeps to itseE Some authors have referred to Sheshatshit and North West 

River as "two solitudes" and describe tense relations between the two communities 

(Wadden 59: 199 1; Plaice 1 WO), but 1 did not witness or experience the anhosity to 

which they allude. 1 disaiss the history and relevance of the interactions of these two 

communities fiirther on in this chapter as it is important to local identity construction, but 

first, 1 shall describe the area more thoroughly . 

Labrador may be remote, but it is also an exquisitely beautifhl place as 1 

experienced it fiom spring through early fd. The landscape is charactensed by tall, dark 

ernerald, s cmQ pine trees; huge expanses of blue sky and streaking high, thin clouds 

until the summer rains came raging through; and jutting hiUs that crowd the sides of 

rivets. The Mealy Mountains are visible on the far side of Lake Melville, with their snow 

capped tops long into the month of kne, disappearing in July, only to retwn agaui by the 

beginning of September. The lake's water was wld to my southemer's mind 

recovering from the shock that it was 27 degrees in Montreal at the airpon in late May, 

and 10 degrees that vey same day in Goose Bay, but the children in the community 

spend as much t h e  as possible playing in the lake's welcoming embrace dunng the spring 

and summer. Spring cornes late to Labrador, with the trees and shnibs beginning to bud 

in mid-June; summer is a quick succession of black-aies in luly, a vigorous burst of 

brilliant greenery in bushes and trees and the magenta flashes of tail, spiky wildfiowers, a 

couple weeks above 30 degrees, and then a dramatic cooling by mid-August. By late 

September, the birch trees start to tum a splendid golden shade against the dark green of 

the pines, and snow showers are not uncornmon by October. Daylight lasts late into the 

evening around the sumrner solstice - it would just finally be dark around 1 O:3O or 1 1 :O0 

at ~ g h t ,  and the horizon would start to lighten again around 3 am, with the sun up by 

4:30 am. 



Shesbabhit in time and space20 

Before becoming a permanent d e m e n t  in the early 1960'9, the area surrounding 

Sheshatshit was for many generations a place where Innu Eimilies rejoined each other for 

a few months in the summer to visit and fish21 . As the seamn wore on, srnalier f d y  

groupings would lave and retum to their hunting camps in mctshimzi, or "in country". 

This cyclical pattern of nomaâic caribou hunting during the majonty of the year with 

summer visits to sheshatshitU has only recently corne to a h a ~ t ~ ~  within the past thirty- 

five years, but hunting and fishing remain extremely important to many fadies in 

Sheshatshit. Alrnost haIf the comrnunity enjoys seasonal trips out in country in both the 

f d  and spring for two to three months at a tirnG4 to harvest migrating caribou herds, 

but virtudly no one iives entirely off the land any more, and evsry f d y  has well- 

established homes in the comrnunity. A multitude of social and political factors 

converged over the past forty years in Sheshatshit and Labrador to precipitate these 

changes, and 1 will explore the development of some of these factors here as they are 

central to situating both present day Sheshatshit and community healing within their 

proper context. 

Before delving directly into these issues, there are three general points arising 

from the acadernic iiterature conceniing Innu history that bear prelirninary discussion. 

Firstly, a survey of these writings produces a number of pieces that are highîy descriptive 

201 chose this tifle and reaiized later îhat Mailbot (1993) uses the same title in French for a section of her 
book 
21And in mon -nt rimes. also to stock up on supplia from the Hudson's Bay Company store in North 
West River. 
22This Innu word translates into Engiish as 'largc mouth of the river', or more elegantly into French as 
"la Grande Emôouchure" (Mailhot 1993 : 19). 
2 3 ~ e e  Henriksen (1973) for a similar -uni conceming lnnu in Utshimassit. 
2%wo y- ago the Caiholic Jchml board aimmenced a policy raogniziag absences fmm school during 
these periods as culturai or traditional leave for children and they will no longer penalize or keep a child 
back for a school year if the fbniiy goes in Country. inâeed, wben 1 visited the scbml in Sbeshaishit in 
eatly June, some of the teachers rerwiced tbat the= were n a  many students in schoai at that time becausc 
so many had gone in Couniq. For instance, the kindergartcn class had 18 children on the class üst, but 
only 6 were still attending class. Thc othen wert wiîh their tàmilies in hunting camps. 



and ethnographie in detd but lacking in socio-cultural andysis2? José Mailhot (1993) 

and Georg Henriksen (1973; 1993) are two notable exceptions to this pattern, and 1 rely 

heavily on their works on Sheshatshit and Utshimassit respectively in portraying the 

historical context of Sheshatshit. Secondly, "The Innun are often referred to in the 

literature as if they are one large homogenous group. However, there are distinct and 

important regionai dflerences among the various groups. For example, cultural 

ciifferences exist between Mushuau Innu of ~tshimassit*~ who hunt caribou on the open 

tundra and other h u  groups in Quebec that relied on a boreal environment for theu 

wbsistence; Leacock (1955) indicates dflerences in land tenure practices in western and 

eastem Innu groups; Tanner points out distinctions between Innu groups in Labrador 

and in Quebec that arose due to v-g experiences of the diEerent regional groups with 

extemai factors such as the fùr trade and missionaries: "those on the St. Lawrence were 

difFerent fkom the Atlantic Coast of Labrador, and difFerent again fiom those who arrived 

via Ungava Bay. There were also ciifferences between Quebec and Labrador Innu in the 

influence of neighbouring non-Innu" (1995:7). Exarnples he offers are the dinerent 

second languages leamed by Innu in Labrador (Engiish) and in Quebec (French) and the 

diffierent denorninations of christianity introduced localiy by missionaies. Conversely, 

even given these unique aspects, there was histoncdy and is stiU today a large amount of 

travel between Atlantic, St. Lawrence, and Ungava groups27. Indeed, the geographicd 

configuration of the Quebec-Labrador peninsula with its many lakes and co~ect ing  

nvers precipitated a great deal of travel, visiting, and seasonal gatherings (Maihot 

1993;Tanner 1995 : 8) that maintained contact between the regional groups. 

25~lthough a large amount of detailed ethaohguistic work has k e n  done (sa for example: Clarke 1972; 
Clarke and MacKenzie 19û4; Drapeau 1984: MacKenzie 1980; MacKenzie and Clarke 198 1; Vincent 
1978; 1992). 

Henrürsen (1973; 1993) cefers to tbese people as the "people of the banens". "Ise Barrens' is the 
name for the iuea abwe the tree-line that neighbours Utshimassit. devoid of spruce and birch irees that 
are found fiuther south in ihe bureal foresis of Labrador and Quebec. 
*'~anner's divisional terms (1  995). 



Thirdly, there cxists a regrettable image created by eady ethnographers of 

Labrador Innu as culturaily 'pristhe' and as one of the 1st aboriginal groups in North 

America to remain 'untouched' by contact with outsiders (see for exarnple: Leacock 1955; 

Speck 1935). This might have enhanceci Innu status as ûther and as "savage hunters", 

subsequently furthering the researchers' credibility as 'red' anthropologists, but it is a 

misleadhg and irnposed myth. Clearly, Innu have never been a static, ~e~contained unit 

but instead have for thousands of years interacted with neighbouring groups of Inuit to 

the north, and other indigenous groups to the south. For example, as Mailhot (1993) 

documents, archaeologists hypothesize that extensive trading networks spanned Labrador 

and Quebec, stretching as far south as the north-eastem United States and as far West as 

James Bay. Researchen posit these networks due to the preponderance of Ramah chert 

found in ancient d w e h g  sites across these areas. The chert, a kind of quartz, was used 

to make tools during a period of tirne alrnost 1800 years ago. The stone is found ody in 

north-eastern Labrador, but the implements are widespread and appear in areas far distant 

f?om where the stone originates. Apparently huit (Dorset) traded chert with Innu for 

other objects, and then in tum, Innu would trade with groups iùrther south and east long 

before Europeans arrived in the area (Maiihot 1993 :22; Wadden 1991 :24). 

Even aside fiom this archaeological evidence of trade, Innu mua inevitably have 

interacted with other indigenous groups during theù extensive travels across the Quebec- 

Labrador peninsula. Innu were historicaily (and stU are) weU acquainted with enormous 

expanses of this temtory; individuals would cover vast distances during the course of a 

lifetime, fiom as far north as Fort Chimo to the more centrally iocated Lake MelMlle 

area, to more southem areas like Sept-Iles in Quebec. As mobile hunters, Innu group 

composition was highly fluid, fluctuating in sue according to both the availability of 

resources and the season, with seasonal migrations to coastal areas in the summer for 

fishing and to the interior in fa11 and winter for caribou hunting and in later years, for 

trapping (Fitzhugh 1972; Henriksen 1973). Both of these factors would only intensifL 



the amount of rravel and subsequent interaction with neighbouring groups. 

Furthemore, as aiiuded to above, Mailhot (1993) demies the vast Innu f a d y  

networks ("réseau de parenté") created by mmiage and descent that facilitated this 

extensive travelling and access to neighbouring temtories and hunting areas (ibid: 13 5-9). 

The networks were integral to Xnnu social structure and remain important still today: 

A l'époque ou ils étaient des chasseurs nomades, les Innus circulaient à l'aise 
dans toute la moitie orientale de la péninsule du Québec-Labrador, chaque 
groupe entretenait des relations étroites avec ses voisins, on s'intennarait, et 
les individus changeaient volontiers de groupe et de temtoire. Cest ainsi que 
nit mis en place l'immense a complexe réseau de parenté qui caractérise 
encore aujourd'hui les Gens de Sheshatshit (ibid:43) 

As such, although the temtory might have appeared prohibitively isolated to early 

ethnographers, there appears to have been (and is still today) what Maiihot terms "[un] 

va-et-vient constant" (ibid:48) among the differcnt Innu populations. One could then 

expect that a great deal of knowledge-sharing and commuNcation occurreà between 

groups in spite of the distances separating them and their relatively sparse populations. 

Furthemore, it seems perfectly plausible that such a large amount of travel would bring 

Innu into contact with other Abonginal groups, such as the Micmacs and Beothuks. 

Although it is difficult to document the nature of such interactions, Maiihot 

recounts that evidence exists in Innu oral tradition suggesting historical tensions in Innu- 

Inuit relations. Circa 1600 AD, the predecesson of Inuit (Thules) began expanding 

southward and occupying central coastal Labrador, creating conflict with local IMU 

groups as both were competing for the same marine resources. These pressures 

eventuaiiy forced Innu to mod% their subsistence patterns and move to locations in the 

interior (ibid:1993:22). Clearly, dynamics and tensions in Imu interactions with non- 

IMU did not begin with their first sighting of Europeans, but instead have been a 

continuous process. 



Newcomen/ou tsiders 

As Innu interactions with other Aboriginal groups vaned greatly over tirne and 

space, so did Innu contact with Europeans. Although difncult to document, Innu groups 

probably encountered e x p l o ~ g  Vikings as early as 1000 AD; a series of other European 

groups followed sporadicaliy after that, such as Dutch whalers in the 16th century, and 

Breton, Basque, and Normand walms hunters soon after (Maiihot 1993:25-6). As 

European interest in the 'New World' and the fur trade grew, so did the numbers of white 

trappers, traders, whalers and missionaries in Labnidor and Quebec. The fist trading 

post in the Lake Meidle area was established in 1743 by Louis Fomel at North West 

River. As Plaice notes, "the establishment of Fomel's post initiated a trend in which 

sojouniing traders and pioneers -- Frenchmen fiom Quebec and British searnen - began 

appearing in the Metn (19929) on a more regular basis. Indeed, French actMty from 

Quebec and into Labrador was quite extensive, and "by the end of the 17th century the 

French had over a dozen settlements, missions, f i s h g  stations, and trading posts dong 

the southem periphery of the Labrador peninsula and were in the Lake Melville area" 

(McGee 196 1 : 1 27 fn). The Hudson's Bay Company foUowed Fornel's initiative and 

established a trading post in 1836 at North West River, followed sixty five years later in 

1901 by ReviIlon Freres. As trade grew, W o ~ h  West River becarne the regional fur 

trade centre by the turn of the (20th) centuty" (Plaice 1990: 1) and this level of activity no 

doubt affected local IMU, but their involvernent in the fur trade was not consistent. 

Trapping was not easily compatible with a subsistence hunting üfestyle, and Innu did not 

depend on trade for food when caribou were plentfil. Some Innu did use fur trapping as 

an income supplement, and at times some IMU tumed to the posts for assistance when a 

lack of game threatened starvation2*, but IMU in Labrador were notoriously resistant to 

2 8 ~ ~ t  not in every instance. Wadden relata how udcn wete eager to create Innu dependence on (heir 
vade goods so that ihey would have a stedy source of fus: one HBC pst manager in 1846 named Donald 
Henderson "refiised ammunition to Iiuiu families at his pst ... hoping that they would leam a lesson and 
return the following fa11 wilb fUrs to exchange for gunpowder. lnsiead thirty-six people 



pressures fiorn trading posts to engage in fiitl-the trapping (Henriksen 1973: 10-12; 

Harper 196432). Eventually, it was the Settlers with their extensive trapiines who 

became the major fiir suppliers for the area (Tanner l993:92). 

Although the fùr vade had attracted a fair number of whites to the area as early as 

the 1830ts, this population appears to have integrated fairly peaceably with the local Inuit 

groups, many interrnanying and pursuing the Mestyle of trapperdsubsistence level 

h ~ n t e r s ~ ~ ;  conversely, very few Innu and whites seem to have established f d e s  

together, each group keeping more or less to itself. Tanner describes how 

in contrast to the pattern of relations which developed between Europeans 
and the Inuit, no intermarriages between Inmi and Settlers occurred. The 
uncompromising Innu values and often sharp-edged Innu personality were 
found by Europeans to be in marked contrast to those of the more pliant and 
accommodating Inuit, to w hom they had first become adapted (ibid:92) 

It is, at best, difficult to gueu at historical motivations and hypothesize emotions, but it is 

true by most accounts that although many Inuit and Europeans in the area had families 

together, few ifany Innu entered into the same sort of arrangement. I would not rely on 

group personality traits as the explaination for this phenornenon, but wonder if 

dinerences in Westyle, hfkequent contact, and Innu attitudes towards whites were not 

more important as deteminhg factors. 

"Cross the river" 

Even if intermarriages did not occur, some Innu and Settlers did develop close 

friendships. Evelyn Plaice conducted research in North West River on ethnicity and 

contemporary settler perceptions of InnuISettler relations. She spoke with many "old 

timers" in North West River who trapped when young and reminisced with her about 

starved. Henderson repeated his murderous policy the following year, and there was more stamation" 
adden l99I:3 1). 

%ke Pi, (1992) for a more in4epi.h discussion of Ur histoiy and migins of SettJsir in Labrador. 
especially in North West River. 



th& uuni "buddies" fiom long ago, relationships that life in the bush fostered between 

Innu and Settiers. As Plaice points out, this was a 

relationship of interdependence between Settlers and Indians while both 
groups subsisted in the country, and it was symbolized by commensuality and 
hospitality. Settlers reîied on M a n s  to provide tools, such as snowshoes, 
toboggans and crooked knives, and to prepare caribou hide for leggings, 
boots and rnitts, ail of which were essential for trapping. Indians increasingly 
relieci on goods traded f?om Settlers in the country or fkom the posts. 
Supplies were iimited by the fact that the journey into the countv was made 
by canoe and foot, and it was often necessary to share these meagre supplies 
with others who had run short or lost their supplies through misadventure. 
Indians fiequentiy traded hides and skins for food when they met trappers in 
the bush, and they sometimes used the Settlers they met regularly es 
Mddlemen traders, thus averting the need to travel out to a trading post. 
(1 WO:7 1-2) 

Subsequently, fnendships developed between Innu and Settlers out of cornmensurate 

needs and overlapping lifestyles. This was perhaps even more significant as visiting and 

a welcoming reception were important for these reiatively solitary trappers and hunters 

out in the bush: 

neighbouring Indians and Settlers provided necessary support in diffïcult 
times for othenvise isolated individuals. Hospitality was important in a 
sparsely inhabited country, and the visits of people trapping and hunting in 
the vicinity were welcorne highlights in an othenvise lonely existence for 
the trappers. The visits of 'buddies' who were on their way between the 
post and their camps often meant an exchange of news and goods. 
Friendships often formed between Settlers and Indians who fkequented the 
same districts in the country, and a pattern of visiting was a less important 
cntenon for visiting than was the proximity of a tilti0 or camp to a route 
being taken by joumeying trappers and Indians. (ibid: 72) 

Plaice's research shows convincingly that, at least h m  the older Settlers' perspectives, 

relations between themselves and local Innu were quite amicable. Although 1 did not 

specificdly interview elder IMU on how t h  remembered the same interactions, my 

3%iu are tcmporary shelten coasiructeû beiween two closely standing trees. Two tree vunkr are used as 
braces for a downward slanting toof made of thick branches and covered with pine boum to keep out the 
elements. A hearth is o h  built direaly in ôoiu of the tilt to provide heat and for cooking. 



perception of these interactions coincides with what Plaice found. The older members of 

the famiy 1 stayed with made occasional cornments about old tiiends and acquaintances 

"cross the river", and would at times do a tittie visiting with these people when in North 

West River on an errand, such as checking for mail at the post office. By contrast, none 

of my Innu peers had Settler acquaintances that they would drop in on whüe running 

similar errands. Plaice's research on inter-generational differences in Settler attitudes 

towards neighbouring Innu mirrors this observation. As we saw above, she posits that 

the "oldtimen" have good mernories of their IMU "buddies". She also found that the 

oldtirners' offspring, now aged 45 to 50, share these positive memories of their parents' 

adult Innu friends and remember interacting with them as children, but do not have Innu 

niends of theù own. Subsequently, this generation's children, the oldtimer's 

grandchiidren (currently in the age bracket of 20 and under), never had the benefit of 

social contact with Innu through their parents, unlike the generation before them 

(ibid:77-83). As a result, Plaice typioes this youngest generation's attitude towards their 

Innu peers as hostile, whereas just fifty years ago, it was quite the opposite. Plaice 

attributes this shift in relations to the sedentarization experienced by both groups: "both 

groups are in year-long social contact which is  no longer based solely upon the shared 

pursuit of econornic activities and the concomitant skills, which was the case in the 

country. In fact, the physical proximity of the two groups has, paradoxically, resulted in 

an Uicreased sense of separation between Indians and Settlers" (ibid:74-S), especially in 

the youngest generation that does not share memones of Life in the bush. Both 

sedentarization and its resulting impact on IMU-Settler relations are just two of many 

si@cant changes in Innu life as we shall see in the next sa ion . 

Rapid cbangu 

Initidly, the gradua1 encroachment of trading posts and missionaries in Quebec 

and Labrador did not dramatically change IMU life. Innu in Labrador continued their 



seasonal movement patterns relatively undisturbed by the Settlers, maintaining generally 

amicable relations; nuthemore, unlike the rest of Canada, Newfoundland did not have an 

"administrative infhstructure specificaiiy devoted to [IMU or Aboriginal a f h ]  . .. . leaving 

such matters largely in the hands of missionaries and a police force, the Rangers" (Tanner 

1993:90), neither of which played a large role in daily Innu Me. Innu living in the interior 

of Labrador would spend only a few short periods on the coast in the surnmers to trade 

and visit with one another, only to "disappear" again into the interior to iive and hunt 

where few if any whites ventured. Some Innu living in Labrador did become 

"christianized" through interaction with Jesuits and Oblates fiom Quebec, but contact 

with these missionaries was limited to journeys into Quebec or to sumrnertime visits of 

the priest to Sheshatshit. Oblate missionaries from Quebec made annual visits to 

Sheshatshit fiom 1866 to 1896 for a few weeks in the sumrner to perform marriages and 

baptisms, and then Catholic missionaries fiom Newfoundland reconunenced the annual 

visits in 192 1 (Ryan l988:4). There was no resident priest in Sheshatshit until 1952 

(Mailhot 1993 :37)3 l.  Thus, although Innu experienced a fair amount of contact with 

outsiders such as traders and missionaries, they maintained a high degree of autonomy for 

many centuries unlike many other indigenous groups in Canada. This was due partly to 

their movement patterns f u  into the Labrador interior where they lived as subsistence 

hunters, but also to a distinct lack of govemmental involvement in theu flairs until the 

middle of the 20th century. It was then that a number of factors converged that 

drarnatically affected Innu Iives. 

Although relations were generally good between Settlers and Inny by the 1920's 

and 1930's the expanding traplines of the Settlers had become a heavy ecologicd 

b ~ r d e n ~ ~  on h u  lands and tensions between the hm> groups flared up in severai vitriolic 

3 1 ~ 0 r  a more detaîleci bistory of missionary activity among Innu in Quebec and Labrador, see Mailhot's 
1993 :29-3 7 )  exellent and comprehensive account. 

s2 This situation oecuncd earlier in Quebec: "betweeo 1845 and IPSO petitions wre =nt t0 bo<h the 
Governor of Quebec [sic] and the Governor of Canada from the IMU of Quebec cornplainhg of hunting 



incidents (Tanner 1993:92). Innu experienced game shortages due in part to the ever 

increasing numbers of Settler traplines, and starvation became even more of a threat. 

This in tum led to a growing reliance on governent retief for the Innu during the period 

(Plaice 1990:2, attributed to Cooke [1979] and Zimmerly [1975]), and the missionaries 

and trading poa managers responsible for the distribution of relief goods were able to 

intervene more forcefully in Innu affairs. 

Then, in 1941, the number of non-Native people in the area began to increase 

again, due to the establishment of an airbase in Goose Bay. The base began "as a 

defensive masure in co~ection with World War II, and as a staging depot or stopover 

point for fighters and bombers flying to Europe via Greenland, Iceland, and Scotland in 

the late 1940's" (McGee 1 96 1 : 17). The influx of newcornen only added to the decline in 

local wildlife resources and subsequently increased the reliance of some Innu on 

government relief to supplement their hunting. Then, a strict provincial policy of wildlife 

regdations subjected Innu to the same hunting restrictions as al1 non-Natives, further 

increashg Innu dependence on both church and state sources of econornic assistance. In 

addition, these new game laws included caribou, an animal of central cultural importance 

to Innu who were now subject to persecution if caught caribou hunting (Tanner 1993; 

see also Maiihot and Michaud 1965). 

Ryan's (1988) work on the economic development of Newfoundland and its 

co~ection to Innu settlement helps further to illuminate issues surroundhg this t h e  

period. As he explallis, Newfoundland and Labrador at the tirne of Confederation with 

failures, starvation and their need for their own land due to the influx of settlers. As a result, three 
reserves were eventually established at Lac S~Jeaa Les Esoournins, and Betsiamites, and the first 
emergency food rations were supplied to sianing IMU" (Tanner 1995: 1 1 ); Wadden (1991:32) alsa 
recounts how "in 1848 Innu 6om the Upper Saguenay area presented a petition to the gwemr-general of 
Lower Canada stating that they were no longer able to suppiy their own food and clothing because they 
had lost so much land to settlers and they requested that a large parcel of land be protectcd for IMU use 
a h g  the Peribonca River and near Lac S~Jean. The IMU also asked to be paid royalties colleaed h m  
traders and Jogging operations and from the sale of IMU land, which went to the govenunent The only 
respanse to the petition was the establishment of the smaii reserve of Pointe-Bleue ten years later". 



Canada in 1949 were uninciustrialized, underdeveloped and çuEering economidly, 

depending sole1y on their fiskies. As such, the newly fonned provincial govenunent 

developed an intense development programme to create and sustain a new econorny 

based prirnarily on the exploitation of natural resources. Aboriginal flairs in this 

atmosphere of development and modernization were placed under the control of the 

Department of Wetfare's Division of Labrador Affairs that foUowed a policy of 

assimilation and integration in order to prepare Innu and Inuit for 'their role' in econornic 

dwelopment: "by Wiue of an ability to provide essential seMces to a people whose Me- 

sustainhg resources were rapîdly dwindling, these agencies were able to dictate the terms 

upon which the h u t  [sic] were to live" (Ryan 1988: 6-11). A policy of assimilation by 

state and church officiais both to discourage trips in country and to "encourage" (coerce). 

Innu children to attend the white school by threatening to cut off famiiy diowances if 

families took their children out of school to go in country took place (ibid: 2-6; see also 

Wadden 199 1 :65). Within the short span of twenty years or les, Innu autonomy 

decluied dramatically due to these combimed forces (see also Tanner 1993). 

One of the new province's development projects was the damming of the 

Churchill River in 1974 for dectricity, creating the Unmense Smaliwood Reservoir of 

6,700 km2. The consequent flooding also destroyed nurnerous Innu hunting camps where 

people had left tools and traps stored for the next season's use, desecrated burid sites. 

and wastefuiiy drowned many of the same animals that Innu were forbidden to hunt (Innu 

Nation Homepage 1996). Innu won found themselves to be strangers in their own land, 

surrounded by a hegernonic Rilture that ridicuied Innu ways and dwdued Innu 

knowledge. Innu became largely forced into living conditions and patterns wholly 

foreign to them; their children were expected to attend a school that had no Innu cultural 

significance, and al1 things possible were done to ensure that they became inwrporated 

into the new industrialized vision Newfoundland had set for itseK Assimilation and 

cultural oppression are destructive forces no matter what guise they assume, and the 



intense ailniral changes over such a short period of time are at the root of many of the 

social problems experienced in SheshatshÏt today. One man 1 spoke with encapdateci 

this acperience when he said: 'the chiidren of today [in Sheshatshit] are lost in the &es' 

culture that seems to promise them everythuig but that will never accept them as 

equals ...". 1t is this l o s  of dignity as a people due to a dramatic decrease in l d  self- 

detennination resulting in a loss of ailtural pride and confidence that has helped bring 

about the social crisis that people in Sheshatshit are facing today, and it is within this 

context that commmity healing takes on such immense importance. 

Sheshatshit today 

Sheshatshit has grown to over 100 houses, and 8 new ones are currently under 

consuuaion. Most of the houses are identical in design to their neighbors, a point of 

annoyance to some people in the comrnunity because of the monotony. The houses are 

small but c o q  and welcoming, moa in a one story ranch style with a kitchen/iiving room 

afea, bathroom, and generaily three bedroorns. 1 was placed with a family that at the 

tirne had a spare bedroom, but most houses are quite niII with large extended fimilies 

(grandparents, parents, children, grandchildren, cousins, a m ,  and uncles) M g  

together, unlike Utshimassit, houses in Sheshatshit are fiilly equipped with both 

elecaicity and running water. 

The wmmunity is a closely knit web of relations: cousins, intemarriages and 

distant relatives. Everyone seems to be related in some way to w q o n e  else, although 

Eorne ties are much stronger than othen and families in the cornmunity are distinctly 

marked by association and dis-association There are a dozen or so marriages and 

partnenhips of Innu men or women with non-hu, but generally partners are found fiom 

within the community, in Utshimassit, or fiom one of the Innu wmmunities in Quebec. 

Most people have relatives throughout al1 of these places, and much visiting back and 

forth takes place, especially in the surnmer. Children in the comrnunity have a great deal 



of fieedom and license to play and amuse themselves outside, and it is not unusual to see 

groups of kids out in the very early moming during the summa, out looking for things to 

do by 4 or 5 a.m. 

Sheshatshit is built on the south bank of the river, a sloping and at thes  steep 

incline. The roads are not paved, are quite bumpy, and can become rather dusty when 

dry. However, the co~ecting road to Happy Valley-Goose Bay is paved and gets a lot 

of use as residents ftom both Sheshatshit and North West River travel back and forth 

regularly for groceries, to go to the bank, to bingo games, to go to work in Goose Bay, 

to go to the hospitai, and for amusement. 

Sheshatshit also has two convenience stores (both f d y  ~ u n ) ~ ~ ,  the Peenamin 

M c K e ~ e  School (grades K-12). the Innu Nation office, the Band Council Office, I m  

Tipashinun Mashneikantsh~uap (the Innu Nation Resource Centre), the Mani Ashini 

Health Chic (sponsored by the Innu Nation), Innu Afmtshuq (the MU cultural store 

and cultural sMls school), the Group Home for young offenders, the Alcohol and Drug 

Treatment Centre (that also houses Heahg Services), and the Social Senices building. 

Hunting and fishing are still important to people in the cornmunity, and the 

household 1 lived with supplemented their diet of such store bought foods as hamburger, 

chicken, potatoes and canned vegetables with fiesh salmon, caribou, rabbit, pariridge, 

beaver, and porcupine. These tend to be netted, hunted, or snared by older men 

(grandfathers in the case of my host family), but the younger generations that have had 

experience in country also know how to catch and prepare the sarne foods. White bread 

from the store is ako supplemented with innu prrkueshikan, a bread made with flour, 

baking powder and water and baked on the stove top34; some women still make a jam 

cded minapi from a red berry gathered in Septernber, and the mokoshm feast 

described by other ethnographers (see Speck 1935; Leacock and Rothschild 1994; 



Harper 1964; Henriksen 1973) centhg on the wnsumption of caribou marrow is still 

practiceâ, ahhou& seerningly with les religious reverence than in eatlier days. It is 

howewer but stil l an important social gathering and greatly relished. 

Inmramun is the cornmunity's first language, although the majority of people are 

also bilingual in English due to the influence of school and television. However, Innu- 

aimun is the language of choice and peoplespeak it with each other and their children, 

and most children speak only Inm-uimun until they begh attending school. 



- 
Community and country: tbe fabric of social life 

Aithough Sheshatshit is today a permanent community, most people's üving space 

is not îimited to t done. Instead, this living space extends beyond Sheshatshit itself to 

also encompass life in country. More than haif of the families living in Sheshatshit were 

gone when 1 first arrïved in the sprkg of 1995 - they were out in country, in their 

respective hunting camps. Both the atmosphere and lifestye in these two settings of 

cornrnunity and country are markedly different, and people 1 spoke with were quite 

expiicit about distinguishing between the two. The community discourse conceming these 

two settings helps to iiiuminate how community rnemben conceptuaiize and experience 

the two spaces as weli as how the discourse about the uniqueness of the country setting is 

king mobilized by community mernbers in their attempts to make sense of their lives and 

of the issues facing the community. As such, an examination of this discourse and of the 

two settings is of central importance in order to properly contextuaiize community 

healing. In this chapter, 1 examine this discourse about the two spaces in conjunction with 

my own observations in order to facilitate a discussion of what heaüng "is" in the next 

chapter. 

The community: some initial impressions 

We had d l  just climbed out of the pick-up tmck and begrcn walkang up the p l 4  

stairs to the front porch of the house. IsabeIIe was ahead of me, Michel's keys in her 

hmd, getting re@ to open the door for the rest of us wemy from a long but fun F n ' w  

night ouf in The Valley. Suddeni), I became mare of the fiends behind me who hi 

been doser to the street q u i c e  pressing in t o w d  the porch, and an urgency passed 

mong us as we hewd qprmching noz~es in the darR 1 fek the fear in herfimbling d 

fursing with the unfÙmiIim key-ring, trying to open the dmr and to get inside the sanctify 



of the house as quickly as possible; the whispers pssing among ur of Joineone is 

coming, a d  they me dtunk. FimIly, the key entered and tunted the dow relented and 

we flooded inskie, lucking the door behind us, shulting oui the blackness of the night. 

We were through the doonvay d Meiy insi&, but umble to shake the newmsness 

about that unknown person still somewhere outside, moving hnkenk'y in the &k 

wondering who it was, wwhar mighr happen, imd t hane l  that, at l e m  this time, we lud 

evaded h n k e n  jibberish and unending d e m d  for cigarettes or use of the telephone. 

******* 

One night several weeks later, I went to bed around midnight afkr huving shmed 

a relaxing evening with C d  and Michel at the kitchen table, ahking tea and tafking. 

I quickly fell asleep, plemed with a &y well-qent and wondering whar the next one 

wmld bnng. 7he next thing I was conscious of was the early mmmer sunlight streaming 

into rny be&oom. Iglrmced at the a f a m  clo& sleepily wondering why I was awake at 

5:30 mn when I heard the noise thrrl M startled me art of sieep: smeone w m  outside, 

hitting the exterior walls of the hase. me person contimed rapping on the wa& 

shouring some things in Inm-aimun thal I could not understand. while she or he moved 

around the perimeter of the hase, lingering under open windows, ami generally 

terrzfyig me. I was afiaid to look opri the window because I did not want the person to 

know that I was there; I was ajaid to move because any noise I made w& be 

detected; 1 felr alone and certain that I was the only persan awake in the huuse - ail I 

wanted to do WQS hide myself deepet in the blmkets and hop thut whoever it was wmld 

soon go away. Then I heard C d  stirring, get up out of bed and move silently into the 

kitchen. She took stock of the situation, verrijd t h  the front doot was indeed Iucke4 

and then retumed to her roorn, zgnoring the person outside. Eventually the person lefr; 

my hemtbeaf returned to normal, and 1 fell adeep Carol and 1 talked on& briefly about 

the incident the next &y: she had not l d e d  out the window either. and m m e d  as 

h<d thaf whoever was responsible M been &nk We did nnt dismss the matfer again. 



Matinen is in h e ~  early sacties now - she and her h u s b d  were both bom in 

country d me very knowiedguble d eqmienced in country wqys. They wrad as 

m c h  time ut their campsite as possible, but puss the winters in Shesharshit in t k  house 

with the* gruwn childen. Matinen is highiy skilied with her handr and Zikes to sew. 

One moming. one of her sisters c m e  over to the house with a bundle of tent c m a s  d 

the two sat down to cut the pieces for a new tent. Hebing euch 0 t h .  they rnanoeuvred 

the awkwmd and heavy bol1 of c m m ,  p- the cutting shems bafk and forth, 

chatting, laughing, keeping the t d l e r s  out of h m  .S way and of/ their worhg surfce, 

conrdeetly meust~ring only by eye. It was a fun and peaceful momzng, and everyone 

enjoyd the change in rartine as well as the chance to visit. 

"Ripples in a pond" 

Sheshatshit is home to almost one thousand people. Families live there; kids play 

there; people have fun there; people laugh, cry, grow and love in Sheshatshit Wre 

anywhere else. However, Sheshatshit is also a place expenencing great turmoil on both 

cornmunity and individual levels, as people expressed quite clearly to me: 

There is not one famiiy here that has not been touched by abuse, violence, 
fear.. . (cmüne. ~rle foiiia) 

The community has evil in it ... drugs, alcohol, and something is wrong liere. 
(Mes, Iak M a )  

There is no cornmunity here ... there are no shared goals, no shared worths, no 
comrnon values. This is not a comunity.. .its a village. 1- MQ) 

This cornmunity is Wce a casket. A casket that was buried and is now rising 
up again as people go through the healing process and ail sons of stuff starts 
coMng out. irc -CI) 

These tensions are iùrther exacerbated by the sue and composition of Sheshatshit, a small 

and intncately c o ~ e * e d  living space. Fandy networks are extensive and blood, 

maniage, or adoption connects each individual person to a large number of relatives in the 



community? Given the smaîi sue and relative isolation of the community, wen people 

not directly related to one another are familiar with each other as they have spent their 

entire lives together in the same cornrnunity. Consequently, as several people pointed out 

to me, the events, both positive and negative, experienced by one person or M y  are not 

Iimited to the individuals directly involveci: 

Violence affêcts the cornrnunity as a whole; people used to think that f d y  
violence, [and] abuse was an individual problem, but then we starteci reaiizing 
that h u  in the past have tried to ded with problems as a coliective and that 
family violence is not isolated to two individuals .A's a community, not 
individual, problem. ( w i i  I* aurie) 

Whatever happens here afEects me penonally; everyone knows everyone here; 
it's iike one big farnily. (1- rniathinies) 

"Everyone knows everyone" and generally this means that everyone also knows what 

everyone else is doing. There is no anonyrnity in Sheshatshit. Aithough this might at fia 

seem to be a positive attnbute of living in a srna11 community (as it could offer unity and 

support in trying times), 1 began to sense something difTerent once 1 had lived through 

enough experiences Ne the first two 1 describe at the beginning of this chapter. Many 

people in Sheshatshit do not drink alcohol and a significant percentage of the community 

has 'gone dry' during the past ten years. Nonetheless, the drinking that does occur (and 

the actions that stem fiom it) affects eveiyone by impacting the community atmosphere in 

very reai ways. 

In Sheshatshit, people are generally reserved with one another unies they are 

family memben or dose fnends; confrontation is not the preferred tactic for contlict 

resolution. But when on a dnnking binge, aIi sorts of underlying feelings and emotions 

that are nonnally hidden deep inside burst forth. As such, drinking becomes a highly 

charged event in Sheshatshit, especially as so much is going on underneath the surface 

35~nd as Maihot (1993) documents (discussed in the previous chaper). to a large aetwork of relatives 
throughout the other innu commwiities in Quebec and Labrador. 



that people are trying to deal with: f b d y  violence, abuse received as children, feeling 

powerless in the face of drarnatic cultural change, hi& levels of unemployrnent. 

Furthemore, Sheshatshit is smali; "everyone knows everyone". n ie  person stumblllig 

across the grave1 in the dark as you are trying to get into the house and the person pacing 

outside around your home, rapping on the walls, is not 5ua some weirdo' as it mighî be in 

a iarger urban area. This person is someone you know, someone you might have grown 

up with, or lived next door to your entire We. Or, it rnight be a relative: your brother, 

your cousin, or your aunt. 

In response, a certain numbness has evolved in the cornmunity to deal with the 

drinking. This was not discussed explictly, but rather was somethhg 1 observed around 

me and eventually realized 1 myself had leamed to do (without being conscious of it) in 

the interest of self-preservation. People ignore rather than address dninken fights and 

loud knocks on the front door early in the moming; absolve drinkers of responsibility for 

what they Say while intoxicated ("don't iiaen to what she's saying, she's drunk"; "don't 

take it seriously, he's drunk"); evade neighbors and family mernbers who are intoxicated 

and humour thern when they cannot be avoided. As 1 interpret it, these responses to the 

dnnking parallel the removed, detached way people recounted stones about tragic 

accidents and deaths that 1 described earlier: just as the storyteI1er seemed distanced tiom 

the events in the past that she was describing, so too did people deal with drinkers in the 

present. In both instances, extremely disturbing incidents transpire, but with such 

regularity and fiequency that the response hecomes one of outwmd indEerence. 

Although the surface response may be one of banality, the cumulative eEect of 

these experiences fosters a less than peaceful atmosphere in the community and touches it 

in profound ways. Cunents of tension and anticipation flow through the comrnunity, due 

not only to the drinking, but also the resulting actions -- fights, violence, abuse, suicides, 

and suicide attempts. As William and Joe said, these are not individual problems, but ones 

that affect the entire comrnunity. As such, 1 sensed a certain amount of unease, 



avoidance, and tension in the community - people will pass each other on the road while 

on walks and ignore each other completely; will tum the lights off in the house at night 

and keep the cunains tightly closed to avoid unwanted attention fkom the street, p e e ~ g  

fiom between the cumins to see who is outside at the door, spread the word via 

telephone if sorneone in the f d y  is dmnk so that if they corne to the door, the house 

occupants are aware of his or her condition. These actions however were something lefi 

unsaid. People spoke in generai terms about the wmrnunity atmosphere - Caroline, 

Agnes, Rita, and Alex's comments typfi the sentiments of discodort and unhealthiness 

some people express about life in the community. But the currents of tension and 

avoidance that 1 describe are elements that 1 sensed rather than were explicitly discussed 

in specific terms. For example, when that anonymous person was outside the house early 

in the morning, Carol, Michel and I did not go hto any detail about who it rnight have 

been or how it felt to be tom fiom sleep, nor were any feelings of anger or annoyance 

expressed -- it was instead as if it had never happened, and no-one wanted to talk about it; 

it became a non-event. Regardless, these silences in the discourse are revealing, and that 

which is lefi unsaid is as pertinent as what is explicitly expressed; what is not heard is just 

as crucial as what is36. The avoidance that I refer to above could certainiy be understood 

in a variety of ways and different elements could be accented. Perhaps what 1 perceived 

as people ignoring acquaintances while walking down the street is instead a more 

innocuous phenornenon such as a cultural pattern of social interaction distinctive to Innu 

people that excludes casual greetings. Another possible interpretation of both this and the 

detachment with which people recount tragic stories could be a social valorkation of 

composure and an abhorence of loss of self control. However, given the larger context 

within which 1 situate this discussion, 1 interpret these silences to point to both the 

profoundness and the insidiousness of the painhl atmosphere in the community. People 

- - - - - - - - - 

3 b n a i n e  (1995) anived at similar conclusions during hcr fieldwork in the Amau,n. 
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do not talk about it because they cannot - to talk about it would be to acknowtedge its 

existence, and to acknowledge t s  existence would be to face an enormous kaleidoscope 

of acaunulated and widespread pain. 

Community (?) life 

One older woman 1 spoke with told me that she traces the beginning of community 

problems (specificdy, aicohol abuse and family violence) to "when the government began 

to build houses iri Sheshatshit and forced the Innu to settle" there. Her comments mirror a 

recuning theme of dissatisfaction arnong sorne residems with the way of We in the 

community itself. Feniande Lacasse elaborates on these sentiments based on her own 

experiences and those of the people in her natal community, Moisie, an Innu cornrnunity 

Selon les anciens chasseurs, la £in de la vie nomade est loin d'avoir amélioré la 
santé des Montagnais. Être collé à l'année dans une réserve signifie ne plus 
bouger, ne plus marcher, ne plus faire d'exercice de façon quotidienne, en un 
mot perdre l'endurance et la forme physique. Le fait de vivre du jour au 
lendemain tous tassés les uns sur les autres - alors qu'on avait l'habitude de 
vivre en petits groupes familiaux - doit certainement créer des tensions et une 
pression psychologique qui étaient inconnues auparavant. En plus, les vieux 
parlent souvent de l'ennui, de l'ennui qui est rattaché au fait de vivre toujours 
au même endroit et de ne plus voir constamment d'endroits nouveaux en 
parcourant le pays (1 982:27) 

A new way of h g  has brought new social situations and new psychological pressures, 

and the discourse in the cornrnunity shows a great ~el~awareness of this. One obvious 

example is how people talked about life in the wmmunity and living in houses. As one 

woman told me, "houses isolate people" nütr i.ic -CS), and another said that "people feel 

isolated, even in the cornrnunity" (*lin t u  MCSI. This sense of isolation in the community 

may seem ironic given Wdiam and ioe's comments above about "everyone knowing 

everyone" in the community and my own about the lack of anonyrnity there, but 1 believe 

that it points again to the atmosphere of tension and uneme in the community. Some 



people 1 spoke with also indicated that this isolation and maintenance of social distance 

among certain individuals is in part a way to avoid people who have hurt hem in the past, 

especially people who have abused them. As such, the isolation becornes a necessary 

defence in order to protect oneseiffrom new injuries or f?om remembering old ones3'. 

In addition, the physicai composition of Sheshatshit seerns to intensify this 

isolation. Most of the houses are built high up off the ground with a steep set of stairs 

leading to the &ont door which is not at ground level; the sloping hi11 Sheshatshit is built 

on increases this effect as the houses are set back fiom the road and nse above it due to 

the angle of the Ml. Furthemore, the houses are generdy spread out and not 

immediately neighbouring. The overaii effect of this is that the houses are spread far 

across the length of the commu~ty so that it might be a twenty or thirty minute walk to a 

relative's home. A fair number of people own vehicles of some sort that rninimize this 

problem, but many others do not have access to vehicles and are not always inclined to 

venture out for a walk and a visit. However, certain others are avid walkers and regular 

visiton regardless of these factors that impede some people's visiting. A few people 

expressed to me that telephones add to this isolation and the distance between houses 

because it has become easier to just make a cal1 instead of going to visit. Whereas before 

telephone seMce people would see more of each other, now they are more likely to talk 

to each other on the phone instead of m a h g  the effon to see each other face to face. 

As much as isolation is an issue in Sheshatshit, so too is boredom. The "ennui" 

that Lacasse refers to is omnipresent in Sheshatshit. This was both observable and 

something that people spoke to me about. While discussing what she felt to be the most 

pressing issues in the cornmunity, one woman said outnght that "there is a tremendous 

degree of boredom in the comunity" (c.mi~r *ri rorci~s), and sometirnes very linle else to do 

but stay in the house, watch TV, play bingo, or babysit. Another person pointed out that 

3 7 ~ y  t&anks to Profasor Ellcn Corin for her discussions with me on this point. 



there is no place in the community for children to meet and play: no reaeational centre, 

no jungle gym equipment, no orgmked intramUral activities. This holds true for adults as 

weii: the isolation is mirrored by a marked lack of communal, shared space for activities 

or amusement in Sheshatshit. Bingo is one exception to this and it is an extremely 

popular pursuit38. There is a local bingo circuit whereby each night of the week a game is 

held in a dserent location, usually starting around 7 or 7:30 pm and lasting for a couple 

of hours. Significantly, ail of these bingo games are held in facilities in Goose Bay-Happy 

Valley, and not in Sheshatshit itseP9. Around 6 or 6:30 pm every ni&, a steady Stream 

of vehicles traverses the road comecting Sheshatshit with Goose-Bay, each f i I l  with eager 

"bingo maniacs" making the trip into the Valley, hoping for a lucky break and big 

winnings. Ironicaiiy, although the bingo games take place in large hails with a couple 

hundred people (both Innu and non-Natives) in attendance, there is minimal socializing 

among the various community members in attendance at the game. People corne to the 

game with their lifts, sit with the people they came with, and lave with the sarne group 

with very Little interaction with any of the other Sheshatshit wrnmunity members they 

might know there that night. This surpnsed me greatly, as 1 was aware of the large 

numbers of people that enjoyed going to bingo in the cornmunity, and I assumed that part 

of this experience was seeing fnends, chatting, and catchhg up on news. However, 

d u ~ g  the game, people are intently concentrating on the boards before them and the 

numbers being calleci; during the game intennission, people get up to stretch their legs, 

smoke, or get a snack, but they do not intermingle, staying with the s m d  group of four or 

3 8 ~ o  such an extent that al least lbree people told me that bey consider bingo io k just one more kind of 
addiction. In the words of one woman. "you are still leaving your kids (to fend for themsehes white you 

play bingo), stiîi spending your moneyn and using it as another kind of escape. 
9The two exceptions are Tuesday night TV bingo on the l a a l  a- c h e l  thac people play in (heir 

homes and the occasional hd-miser sponsored locally. In the latter case, people go daor-to-door seUing 
bingo car& and the numbers are catlcd in Inntr-aimun on the local radio station, but in neither situation do 
people leave theu ho= to play bingo together. in Sheshatshit, in one large communal space (althougb 
sometimes close relatives wiU gel iogether in one person's living m m  or kitchen to have company while 
they play their cards). 



five fiiends or relatives with whom they came to the game; and then, aiter the game is 

over for the evening, everyone streams through the door to make the trip back home with 

few if any waiting to talk to other fiiends or acquaintances with whom they did not ride 

into t o m  with. 1 had expected that this shared interest in bingo would provide an 

animated atmosphere that would double as a social event, but found this not to be the 

case. It is not an occasion of shared activity and communal tirne but rather a concentrated 

individual effort. These impressions were confirmeci by one woman in the community 

who is not a regular bingo player but had gone once on a lark with the encouragement of 

some of her friends who attend regularly: 

One t h e  I went to bingo, 1 really wasn't paying attention to playing, 1 wasn't 
into winning ... instead, 1 was tryllig to go around and tak to people, but they 
weren't interested in talking because they were so busy playing A l  1 could 
see when 1 looked d o m  the tables was the hands, gohg  going, going [as 
people marked their cards] ( ~ ~ m i d - f o n - ~ )  

Although the bingo games were not an opportu~ty for socializing as I had anticipated, it 

should be noted that they are a fomi of entertainment that relieves boredom and are 

something that a significant number of people look fonvard to. Also, they offer the 

chance to get out of the house, take a ride into the Valley, maintain contact with at least a 

small group of feilow bingo players, and occasionaiiy, coilect some extra money. 

One other type of gathering space, fiequented by adults from the age of 19 and up, 

is the three dancing bars in Goose Bay-Happy Valley. For many of my peers, "going out" 

is a much anticipated event, and a rnuch more social one than bingo as people meet and 

taik with fkiends in the bars and dance in groups of fnends on the dance floor. Some 

people would go out dancing two or three times a week, pending the availability of a lie 
to the Valley. Not only is the dancing bar scene a social place, preparations and planning 

for going out ofien entail complex negotiations for finding a ride by caliing around to 

different fiiends 

there that night. 

and relatives, planning what to Wear and wondering who else would be 

Going out is a relatively new phenornenon -- people to whorn I spoke 



told me that t is only within the past two or three years that going out dancing has 

become so popular. Although going out affords rich opportunity for social interaction 

and an enjoyable change fkom being stuck at home, it is not without its problems. A fipir 

number of people in the community abstain from alcohol completely, and this carries over 

into the dancing bar setting. However, the ready availability of alcohol in the bar setting 

and an increasing supply ofdnigs in the Valley leads a certain number of people's evenings 

to end less than peacefiilly with fights, passing out, or a visit to the RCMP, consequently 

raising rather than relieving tensions within the community. 

There are few other communal spaces for community members to meet, talk and 

interact in Sheshatshit. The Northem store and the post office across the river in North 

West River are places of contact where people might mn into &ends they have not seen in 

a while, but there is minima1 fiaternizing 3 these places and nowhere to sit down and visit. 

Hence, outside of the few exceptions noted, the majonty of social interaction takes place 

not on a community level, but instead in houses with family members visiting one 

another' s homes. 

Another element of community life identified by various people involves co- 

operation or the lack of it in Sheshatshit: 

Viage life is very cornpetitive ... everything in the community is about 
cornparisons ... who makes the most money, who has the most education, who 
has the Mcest cars ... it's this whole inferiority-superiority thing. But the 
cornpetition and one-up-manship in the cornmunity disappears in country -- in 
country everyone tries to do his or her best. For example, when the women 
go out and collect pine boughs for the tents, everyone does the best they can, 
but some people are better at it than others. But it doesn't make any 
dEerence who is'hster or picks prettier boughs -- there is no sense of one 
person being more vduable than another, but rather an acceptance of people 
having difFerent sküls. ie IMS) 

Transportation is one thing often shared between family members -- aunts, cousins, and 

parents are the people to tum to if you need to get somewhere and you need a lift or to 

borrow a vehicle, but very little other work is shared arnong f h l y  memben in the 



community. One exception to this seems to be preparations related to going in wuntry 

üke the canvas cutting for the tent I describe above. On the whole, activity in country is 

not only described as highly cooperative, but 6om what 1 observed, is experienced this 

way too. In this and many other ways, country M g  is in d m t i c  contrast to 

comrnunity Me. 

Country living 

When talking about life in countty, people would ofien compare it with Mie in the 

community in order to explain how it was difEerent40: 

In country I see a lot of personal respect for one another which you dont see 
in the community as much. ( C M ~ C  f i )  

When in country, you're there with your extended farnily, and you see each 
other every day, you taik to each other every day, aii day. It's not like here in 
the community where you see each other much less frequently and where 
everyone is more or less isolated. ma) 

People.. .go to mtshimtt mostly in the fa11 and spring. For some of us, it is a 
welcome break fiom our jobs in the community. We get away fiom Our 
communities, and its problems iike beer and crime. For many of us, going to 
mtshimit is a very important part of out îives. There are many good things 
about going to mtshimit. It is like we are going home when we go to the 
country. People go to get away from the white man's world. Some of us, 
especially the elders get upset when they can't go to mtshimit. (IMU Nation 
1993 : 64) 

Being in countiy is descnbed as communal and connecting, unlike Iife in the community 

which is "isolating". This seems in part to be a consequence of the living arrangements as 

weîl as a change in atmosphere. For example, people move 6om living in houses in the 

community to tents in country. Both offer shelter and wannth, but entail distinctly unique 

living patterns. Tents are pitched close together and low to the ground which permits a 

'OMy cbri*s to Professor Colin Scott for pointing oui to me chat Tannef s (1979) work with the Mistassini 
Cree (mothet Algonquian group closely related to tiie Sheshatshit IMU) also delves into this dichotomy of 
community and country settings and indeai discusses it as a structural opposition. 



great deal of regular contact between family members, especiaily as much work and 

activity takes place directly outside the h g  area, and indeed is part of it. There are no 

locks on tent openings, made also of canvas and much more permeable than the house 

doors in the community. Jokes and news travel quickly and easily between the thin canvas 

tent walls and many of the tasks needed to keep the camp going are shared and public 

rather than conducted within the confines of a house. As such, people interact dinerently 

in the two settings: in the comrnunity, Msiting is more difEcult and entails an effort; tasks 

like cooking are not ofien shared between households; wage labour is of an independent 

nature and people wiü often go days without seeing each other, perhaps only talking on 

the phone in the intenm. In country, Msiting and working towards common goals are 

inherent aspects of the tirne spent there and a part of the daily rhythm of life. People share 

fireplaces and hearths, food, and the work involved in preparing and cleaning up after a 

meal; talking, visiting and communication flow in a way that is not possible in the 

comunity. This is evidenced both in community discourse about what it feels Wte to be 

in country and in lived praaice. 

Other differences between the two settings of community and country were not 

always as easy for people to articulate, but theu comments oAen centred around the 

distinctions in atmosphere and Ievel of activity: 

Being there [in country] feels good. ..it's hard to explain.. ..there are no womes 
in country. (1% rnid-thtïs)  

Tm more busy being in camp and away âom the community; there are more 
things to keep us busy and we are always doing things for ourselves - there's 
stuff to do ail day long for both me and my husband ... I'm really happy away 
âom the community and at peace with myself living away.. .I dont see any 
drunks there like in the community. CWIY  CS) 

People described themselves as feeling relaxed and peaceful in country, and the 

atmosphere of country life reflected these sentiments. The tension and anticipation 



vanished; isolation was the exception rather than the nom. In conttast with the boredom 

in the community, 

It's different in countiy - each day is We an adventure, an exploration, and 
you see so much. It's üke you took a walk each day in a new place - think of 
how many new people you would see. ~ ~ y h v c n t i ~ )  

This young man's comments are closely aligned with the elders that Lacasse cites who 

missed seeing "constamment [des] endroits nouveaux en parcourant le pays" (Lacasse 

1982:27), and reflects a recuning theme in the discourse about countiy We: purpose and 

movement while living there. Not only is there always something to be done and taken 

a r e  oc there is always somethuig new to see each and every day. People get up early and 

work hard ail day long, but also enjoy what they are involved in and are satisfied by it, 

contrary to the Pace of life in the community. People also spoke of how individuais who 

drink regularly while in the comrnunity and would be considered alcohoiic do not drink 

when in coun tg l  and how this added to a sense of security and calrnness in the country 

setting that is not present in the community. 

"Concrete shoes" 

However, going in country is not as straight-fonvard as it might seem. Not 

everyone goes in country and not everyonedhks that spending time there is the answer 

to the issues at hand in the community: 

People say that going in country is going to help you, but 1 watch people 
using country as a way to nin away fiom their problems - and that's not the 
answer either. Yw'll be in same situation when you corne back if you don't 
deai with it [here first]. ( o ~ +  ~ar~nie) 

[There are some] people [in the community] who work, who have jobs and 
who dont N e  being in count y... some people don't understand what it's 

%ee Wadden (1991) for other aaw>u of this change in reliance on alcdiol depending the settbg în 
which an individual is living. 
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We ... some say tbat it is boring, but 1 dont know why - there's always 
something to do in country, but for me, it's boring being in the community. 
(parri& arlycbiru'a) 

Going in country means going far away, and this is les tempting when people who are 

important in the f d y  cannot corne dong. People who work cannot always go in 

country and are faced with choosing between spending t h e  in country and the money 

earned at work. In addition, although the school now recognizes going in counw as a 

valid absence, parents stiil have to choose between being in country with their children 

and the education that it aflFords versus the education in school. Conditions like this led 

one woman to tell me that "there are concrete shoes here in the community ... it's not just 

easy to go". 

Furthemore, although many young adults are quite knowledgeable about country 

ways and how to live in countiy, some younger people have not had the opportunity to 

learn country skilis fkom their grandparents and parents, as there was a period of t h e  in 

the recent past when fewer fandies were gohg in country. For some, this has become a 

source of tension: 

Some young people feel anger and resentment because they feel like the 
older people let them down because they didn't take them in country and 
because they were drinking and became Christian. (IW I* thirria) 

[When we were in the camp,] 1 saw how disquietmg it was fm a young 
woman not to know which kind of boughs to p i ~ k ~ ~ ,  and a young man who 
with his brother had a lot of trouble putting their tent up ... they had done it 
plenty of times before with people older and more expenenced than them, 
and they knew some things about how to do it, but they weren't used to 
doing it by themselves and it was really hard. (crmiiaz ~ l r  rm*r) 

42~omen pi& pine boughs and use hem io carpet the fioorr of tenu; a full, well-placed carpei is a 
cntical element of a 'gd' tent and women take great pnde in keeping the boughs thick and h à .  Tbe 
English term used to describe these boughs in Sheshatshit is pine" but it has been pointed oui to me by 
non-IMU that perhaps "spmœ" or "baisam fi?' are more taxonomicaüy precise. 



But at the same tirne, many people fée1 that it is these skills and knowledge that are tbe 

central part of what it means to 'be hu': 

Hunting is the last thing keeping our way of We dive and that's why it's so 
special. (prtricic 

People take a great deal of pride in knowing how to live in country, and an Uicreasing 

number of people are trying to leam and use the traditional skills, camping, hunting, and 

a i v e h g  in the same places as their ancestors many years before them. And yet, making 

the trip is not always so easy. Rita cornmented that "some people are afiaid to rnake the 

leap and go out" because they do not feel cornfortable in the country setting and have not 

learned al1 the skiils they feel they should have: 

We invited a young man, 25, 26 yean dd, to go out with us in countq the 
last time we went, but he wouldnt corne with us, even though 1 Rnow that he 
wanted to ... 1 think its because he was &aid to be there and not know what 
to do and afiaid to be there and know less than kids a lot younger than 
hirn ... he hasn't learned how to live in country and is afiaid to try. (~i4 imc 
fhvLics) 

In June of 1992, the Mushuau Inmi Band ~ o u n c i l ~ ~  and the LMU Nation held a 

People's Inguiry in Utshimassit after the tragic death of six children in a house fire, and 

compiled the results in a report entitled Gathering Voices. In it, comrnunity members 

speak out on a large nurnber of issues facing Utshimassit and Innu in an attempt to 

redreu them. Recently, the work has been published as Garhering Voices: Findng 

Sfrengrh to He@ Our Childen (1995), and covers many aspects of We today in 

Utshimassit, hcluding both going in country and elements that prevent it. Some of the 

hindrances experienced in Utshimassit that people discuss in Gathering Voices are similar 

to those in Sheshatshit: 

Some people are scared to go (i country]. They think they will be 
homesick. Others wony that their houses will be vandalized if they leave 
them. Sometimes people dont get suppott ftom their fiiends, boyfiiends, 

43The Mushuau lmu are the IMU of Uuhimassit (Davis Met) 
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gidfiiends or fiuniües to go ... some people féar unknown emergencies such as 
accidents couid happen in nufihimit, or that they rnight get sick ... some 
people dont go to the country because they are scared to lose their jobs, or 
their wifie or husband is working. We haw to look after our responsibiiities 
that keep us in the cornrnunity- It is very hard for us to throw that 
away ... sometirnes people with permanent jobs cant afford to go to the 
country. They can't get on social assistance to take three months to go out. 
They're not on UIC. Where would that three months' of money corne fiom? 
(Innu Nation and Mushuau Innu Band Cound 1995: 163) 

In addition, there is a sense arnong some of the community members 1 spoke with that the 

power and strength that "people in the old days" had is no longer accessible now that the 

world has changed. For example, the dmm, once an essential element of Innu spintuality 

that permitted communication between hunter and animal spirits, is now played only by a 

few elder men, and the young men are not l d n g  how to use it. One man 1 spoke with 

said that 

... the genuine Innu identity and culture, k e  our own religion and drums [are 
being destroyed]. We dont use thern [now] because we are not good 
enough hunters anymore. -a m i y  u ~ r ü ~ )  

Other younger people 1 spoke with also gave the impression that using the dnim properly 

entailed a certain amount of base knowledge that they did not have and could not access 

because it no longer exists in the way it once did. 

Clearly, what going in country means and how it can be lived is a source of debate 

in Sheshatshit today. Yet for many people, knowing how to iive in country and spending 

time in country remains an integral part of being Innu and maintaining cultural knowiedge, 

but also is a sanctuary and refuge fiom the tensions and problems in the community. 

Making the Ieap 

The excitement of people preparing to go out in country is a palpable current that 

courses through the commu~ty when sununer aarts to Nm to fdl and then again when 

winter a m  to tum to early spring. The mood shifis; the tension and nervous anticipation 

Lift a bit and are replacecf by a different kind of anticipation - that of gohg in wuntry. 



People are t a l h g  about it; planning where to go; talking about who is going out this year 

and who is thinking about it; who to go with; what supplies to organize; what equipment 

to borrow or take out of storage nom the basement; making new tents. Then there is the 

arranging for transportation, the waiting for the weather to be favourable, and finally, 

loading up the boat, the plane, or the skidoo and then, going. Both the preparations to go 

in country and then actually being there are a source of great and shared excitement that 

breaks the monotony of comunity Me and renews people's sense of purpose. This 

impacts the community in a general sense as people get reaây to go; but also has an effect 

on the M y  level (who's going? who's heaithy enough to go?) and on an individuai lwel 

(I'm leaving and going in country!). 

The excitement about country is not limiteci to the tirne sunoundimg these 

preparations, but carries on throughout the county season. News travels back and forth 

from the community and the hunting camps via CB radio and by word of mouth. Who's 

got a lot of caribou? How is the hunting this year? What kind of animals are people 

seeing? What has the weather been like? What adventures and misadventures have 

people experienced? Although 1 have not yet had the chance to go in country durhg the 

fall or spring hunting sûisons, 1 did spend a significant amount of tirne this summer with 

my host family at their carnpsite away from Sheshatshit at a place called Metshideo (North 

West Point, or more sirnply, the Point) that I descnbed in the Introduction, and 1 spent a 

week at a fishing camp (at Kmimesh) accessible only by boat, and again quite removed 

from the community. These expenences fundamentally shaped how I understand the 

dierence between the community and country senings. Equaiîy important to this 

understanding however is what people told me about being in county and how they feei 

about going and then obse<ving this activity and anticipation rnyselt 



Ties that bÏnd and nourisb 

Another essential element of country living is country food, and another reason 

people anticipate with pleasure the chance to be there4? Country food is humed food 

such as caribou, partridge, trout, &on, and baver, prepared in the traditionai way and 

eaten with inmr-pakeshikan (bannock). When available, it is also consumed in the 

cornmunity setting. For the farnily 1 stayed with, as well as many others, eating country 

food is d extremely important, and it composeci a signincant percentage of the weekly 

diet both in country and in the cornmunity. Lacasse documents the same phenornenon in 

Moisie: 

Même si les (IMU) ne sont plus à présent des chasseurs de profession, il y a 
chez eux un attachement extraordinaire à la viande de giber comme source 
d'alimentation et une valorisation très grande de la cuisine traditionnelle 
(1982:27) 

Writhg in a very different era, Speck also makes mention of IMU food preferences in his 

account, recounting that at that tirne, Innu avoided eating domesticated anirnals such as 

lamb, chicken, beef and pork whenever possible because 

they realize.. .the impurity of these viands, and attribute their bodüy as, even 
the decüne of their race, to the eating of domestic animals. The use of salt is 
also avoided in preparing pure wild meat4? (1935:78) 

Country food is spoken of as being stronger and healthief16 : 

In a country setting ... the trust and the food is there, healrhy food in 
mtshimif . (- 1- WC=) 

We pay less for our food in mtshimit, and many of us Say that country food is 
stronger. If you have emugh wild game, you are not hungry, but if you buy 

44cf Rushfonb (1977) in Watkhs (cd) 
45~i&in for using sait with cbuntry iy it is an impoctaat seasoning in the 
preparation of mosî foods, botb h m  the store and h m  the country. Tbis dietary change, as weii as a 
marked increase in the use of sugar, has led to signifiant health problems such as hypertension and 
diabetes ( h a s e  1982: Neuwelt et ai 1992) 
46k dso Born (1991: 1994) for a discussion of the importance of seai m a t  ancl blood in Inuit discours 
for maintaining health. 



food at the stores, you are always hungry and you always want to eat as weil. 
(Innu Nation 1 993 :66) 

[Les vieux] considèrent que la nourriture indienne4' maintenait les Indiens en 
santé et en forme. (Lacasse 198227) 

Although people in Sheshatshit eat store foods and bring some supplies with them in 

country, "la noumture indienne" is stül signïficant for people of ail ages and especially for 

older people. In fact, for at Ieast one elder in my hoa f d y ,  this principle included 

water as well as food - he could only drink spring water as the tap water bothered him. 

The fhmüy would take trips out to a s p ~ g  about ten miles fiom Sheshatshit to coUect 

large buckets of this water for hirn. No-one questioned the necessity of this, but rather 

understood that it was healthier for hirn and accepted that as an older person who had 

lived many, many years in country he would need to drink country water. 

Sharing country food is also a way of reaffumllig ties within the family4*. People 

who have gone out in countiy will send caribou, fish, partndge, and beaver back to family 

members that have not been able to accompany them, and it is highly valued and 

appreciated by those lefi behind. As such, this sharing also becomes a way of comecting 

country space with community space. 

Time and space 

... the medicine and food we need, trees, wafer, p h ,  me all Ni the counv 
and aii that we need fo heal. (- 1- IMS) 

Nostalgia for the past is a potent indicator of conditions in the present. How the 

past is remembered can dramatically impact the present. Jua as people in Sheshatshit talk 

47~acasse's explanaiion of ihis term is: "(les animaux) qui se nourrissent dans h forêt sont appelés innu- 
ueshish, c'est-à-dire 'animaux indiens', et les animaux domestiques sont appelés kakusseshiu-ueshish, œ 
pi veut dire 'animaux blancs'" (1982:27). 
%he deep social siguficance of food sbaring f d  and identity is certaidy not lirnited to Inw. Rino's 

(1990) amunt concerning Pdap idtntity demonstrates how "the production and exchange of local fa" 
(ibid: 123) is an essential element in the assertion of contemporary Rilapese identity and thaî "shéuing faod 
boa demonstrates Liaship and symbolizes the sharing of land. In this way Rilapese are typical of Pacific 
Islanders, for whom kia relations and land are fimdamental to identity" (ibid: 107). 



about country food in tems of good hedth, so too is the country setting itself spoken of 

in tems of health. Country space takes on almost mythic qualities in terms of its capacity 

to heal on the personal and community levels: "1 see a lot of personal respect for one 

another which you don't see in the cornrnunity as rnucli"; "you see each other every day, 

you talk with each other every day, al1 day. .. "; "It's different in country.. . "; "beig there 

feels good ... itls hard to explain"; "people's way of thinking is different when out in the 

country.. .people are healthier.. .the healing for the IMU, 1 think, is in the country...". This 

association of country with health is particularly evident in the cornmunity discourse when 

people talk about the past. People would talk about how Innu in the past who lived in 

country used to be extremely strong and did not get sick, did not get cold easily, and 

could walk for long penods of tirne without becoming tired. Some people in the 

comrnunity descnbed their ancestors who lived in "the old days" as having supematural 

powers and skills that people these days can no longer acceçs because they do not have 

enough knowledge or spiritual strength. In general, the cornrnunity discourse describes 

country as a space where people in the old days were healthier and happier, such as in 

these examples: 

But it didn't matter what would happen in country - babies, people bom in 
countm and we didn't need doctors - in the past people were able to take 
care of egch other, to help and support each other. oc.ns ~ l i v r i a i a )  

People were hardly ever sick in the old days because we ate good food. 
Another reason that we were not sick is because there was never drinking 
going on in those days like there is today. As welî, al1 our f d i e s  used to 
be in the country al1 the time; we were very strong in mtshimir because we 
were physically active. We useû to travel always on foot, with the canoe or 
toboggan. We did a lot of hard work. The only t h e  people rested was on 
Sunday. (Innu Nation 1993 : 14) 

The past is often idealized in the community discourse, and as country life was an integral 

element of the past, it too has become idealized4? However, as the quotes above 

49Alihough counuy space is most often spoken of in highly positive terms and the excellent health and 
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indicate, this association of "health" with "country livingN (and country food) is not 

h t e d  to recoiiections about the p s t ,  but aiso extends to a present day vision of country 

as a healing or healthy place in opposition to the community life which is generally 

characterised as unhealthy and stagnant. In today's Sheshatshit, people talk not ody 

about how they interact differently in the two settings, but also how the Pace of Me 

changes depending on which space one is in. Tbere is an acute consciousness of these 

dierences between the two spaces in the community discourse, and some people speak 

of feding transfomed wMe in country space. In this way, people are building on an 

ideaüzed vision of the past to infse the present with the mythic strength of the past; 

reanchoring themselves by cding on the past to find new strength for the present. 

Strathem's recent work on nostalgia helps to critically assess these sentiments 

about country space. Strathem, basing her work on concepts borrowed from Battaglia 

(1995) distinguishes between two fonns of nostalgia, "synthetic" and "substantive" but 

considers both to be different ways of "embodying the past in the present" (Strathern 

1995: 1 1 1). Synthetic nostalgia "moums for what is missing from the present, and thus 

creates representations ofthe past as the place where what is gone was once present-the 

past is taken as a reai pre-existing entity by virtue of its break fiom the present" (ibid: 1 11- 

2). On the other hand, substantive nostdgia "evoke[s] the pst" in such a way as to 

"recal[l] relationships already in place" (ibid: 1 1 1). This she understands as 

a way of making expiicit the fact of origin, an attachent to a past that is and 
can only be realized in the present. The origin of the act does not, as it were, 
exist till the act is done ... the past is the substance of (present) relationships: it 
is, so to speak, being acted out now ... the constitution of the past in the 
present, the enacting of obligations because a prior relcironship exists 
(ibid: 1 1 1-2;emphasis in original). 

strength of ancestors who lived in country year round referreû to, tbc  cult tics aad dangers of Me in the 
bush have not been forgotten. 



As such, substantive nostalgia is more than a romanticization of what one "was' or what 

one had. It is a reconstruction of t!+e past by b ~ g h g  it into the present, "an attachent 

that is and can only be reaiized in the present". The feelings express4 to me by many 

Innu about being in country are not ümited to remembrances of the past but insteaâ 

manifest a feeiing about the strength and power of country space for today that cornes in 

part from how the past is remembered. 

Strathem's example of family gatherings that she uses to introduce her ideas on 

nostalgia apply equaliy well to notions of country space. She notes that one 

might observe, for instance, that twentieth-century Euro-Americans who 
pursue their personal genealogies to find some originating location for their 
f h l y  are ushg them as their own parents or grandparents might have used 
them. However, it is a recent phenornenon ... to tum such findings h o  
'family gatherings'. Such gatherings acknowledge what people take to be 
modem conditions of living - they expect to be geographically scattered 
through migration, occupation, or lifestyle. There is nothing traditional 
about getting everyone together for such remom, though the endeavor 
echoes tradition (family gathenngs at festivals or life crises). . . (ibid: 10 1) 

Likewise, there is nothing traditional about going in country for the purposes of healing 

the wounds of social suffering although today's trips in country echo the 'old days' in form 

if not wholly in substance (when families' subsistence depended on the land and on 

country skills). Yet within the contemporary discourse about country that links it with 

hea î i i  there is an explicit reference to the past and to tradition as a source of strength. 

As such, the nostalgia for country and the past within the cornmunity discourse has been 

reshaped in conjunction with present day needs (addressing severe social conditions) and 

within the present day context (seasonal trips in country) to mean something new 

(healing) while at the sarne time refemng to the past. 

Battaglia also discusses the notion of nostalgia and elaborates upon its potential 

for the future rather than its implications for conceptions of past or present. As she 

writes, "it is important ... to detach the notion of nostalgia fiom the merely sentùnental 

attinide with which we may too easily associate it" (1995:77) and that we should considet 



Uistead how "nostalgia may in fbt be a vehicle of knowledge, rather than oniy a yeaming 

for something lost" (1995:77). For Battaglia, nostalgia is strength, and a 

nostalgia for a sense of future - for an experience, however &naginary, of 
possessing the means of controllhg the funue - may fiinction as a powerfbl 
force for sucial reconnection. In permitting creative lapses from domhant 
realities, it is such a nostalgia that enables or recalls to practice more 
meaningfùl patterns of relationship and self-action (1995:78; emphasis 
added) 

This insight is highly relevant to the nostalgia involved in the discourse about country 

space. Not only has the meaning of country livhg been reshaped and mobilized to 

address contemporary community concems, it is moa emphatically a movernent for and 

towards the future. It is also a way of creating a space in which to escape from 

destructive patterns and instead rebuild individual and interpersonal strength and reinforce 

social co~ections by referring to the past. 

The notion of "space" itself is an enigmatic one, but clearly central to this 

discussion. Until a short while ago, limited anthropological attention had been paid to 

using space as an element of inqujr, but two recent articles (Rodman 1992; Gupta and 

Ferguson 1992) introduce place and space as problematized concepts. Rodrnan "explores 

ways in which place, like voice and time, is a politicized social and cultural construct" 

(1 992:64O) and emp hasizes t hat 

places are not inert containers. They are politicized, culturally relative, historicdy 
specific, local and multiple constmctions ... Places have multiple meanings that are 
constructed spatially. The physical, emotional, and expenentid realities places 
hold for their inhabitants at particular times need to be understood apart from their 
creation as the locales of ethnography (ibid:64 1) 

In community discourse, country and community settings are experientidy and 

emotionaiiy distinct spaces where the same social actors interact in vastly difEerent ways. 

Rodman asks us to "look 'through' these places, explore their links with others, consider 

why they are constructed as they are, see how places represent people, and begin to 

understand how people embody places" (ibid:652). 1 would add that we must also look to 



how places embody and afiéct social relations as they are not "UKR containers" but 

indeed can hold iichly nuanced significance, as does country space for rnany h u  as a 

sanctuary and a place of weiiness. 

Gupta and Ferguson (1992) are concemed with the various problems that arise 

fiom the "assumed isomorphism of space, place7 and culture"(1992:7) and posit that 

culture can no longer be conceptuaiized as if mapped ont0 physical spaces but instead 

demands a more flexible approach that inciudes "exploring the processes of production of 

difference in a world of culturaüy7 socidy, and econornically intercomected and 

interdependent spaces" (ibidA4). The authors also begin to explore the power of space 

and place: 

remembered places have ofien setved as symbolic anchors of community for 
dispersed people ... 'homeland' in this way remains one of the most powerfid unifying 
syrnbols for mobile and displaced peoples ... we need to give up naive ideas of 
communities as literal entities ... but remain sensitive to the profound 'bifocality' that 
characterizes locaîly lived lives in a globally interconnected world, and the powerfbl 
role of place in the 'near view' of lived expenence (ibid: 1 1) 

Most Innu are not transnationals nor "mobile and displaced peoples" in exactly the sense 

that Gupta and Ferguson allude to. However, they have in many ways been disposessed 

of control over their own destiny and disenfianchised nom the hegemonic society that 

grew up around them and then subsequently marginalized them.. In response, country 

spce, a concrete but also symbolic place, is being mobiiized in community discourse as 

an anchor to recentre and refocus comrnunity strength. Cornmunity life and country life 

are not polar opposites, but instead compose complementary parts of contemporary life in 

Sheshatshit. People [ive in both settings and move between them, but when they talk 

about being in country, they speak of a wholly distinct time and space Rom that o f  the 

community. Communal, famiiy and individual lives are now subject to vastly different 

pressures than when living on the land was a necessity for IMU, but country space is a 



deeply emotionally significant space in the Life of many cornmUNty members due to the 

new ways in wbich it is being mobilued. 



- 
Notions o f  Haling 

The healing procesr thot people me tryng to go thrmgh Fe& to] 
many methoris ond some me gozng fhrmgh i~ tkir own ways; some 
see &en@ wd encouragement in oldet people; some find ~frength in 
getting invohwd in community activities, protests; being pmt of 
something t h  is being b m  (WiIiiam, Iute m i e s )  

As more and mon people in Sheshatshit began taiking to me about comrnunity 

healing it became clear that the terni carries a richness of meaning that cm also Vary 

dramaticaiiy Corn individual to individual, correspondhg with their particular worid of 

reference. Politicians, counseliors, people who have gone to treatment programmes and 

community members at large shared sirniiar concepts of some aspects of community 

healing, but were in conflict on others. This holds true for both people's thoughts on what 

healing "is" and how healing should (or could) best happen. As indicated in the previous 

chapter, local discourse often links heahg with being in country. However, cornmunity 

healing is not iimited to this realm. Heaiing is also spoken of in conjunction with the wide 

range of intervention programmes available in Sheshatshit for people seeicing help with 

addressing issues such as addictions, abuse, and f w y  violence. The Health Commission 

of the Innu Nation sponsors two of these programmes: Healing Services and the Alwhol 

and h g  Abuse counseliors. The govemment of Newfoundland and Labrador sponsors 

the third: Social Services. Although ali three agencies share the comrnon goai of helping 

people and familes becorne healthier by addressing abuse and addiction, Healing 

senicesSo and Social SeMces operate under distinct mandates and employ diierent 

methods. In general terms, Healing Services workers spend most of their time making 

5 0 ~ t b w g h  both Hcaliog Servias and the Alcx~bol and Drug Abuse CounseUors bave Merent mandates, 
bey operate under tbe umbrella of the same parcnt o-on and share the same general treatment 
philosophy and appmach. Consequcntly, for the purposes of this section, I will not disctiminate b e e n  
the two programmes. Wben rettrring to "Healing Senices", I am including the Dnig and Alcohol 
Trcatment programme. 



home visits attendœ@ court cases, and cornpihg community assessmentsS1 of Innu 

offenders for the courts; the Alcohol and h g  abuse counsellors meet with clients trying 

to break addictions; Social Services workers focus on cases of abuse and violence and 

removing children and victims fiom hamittl situations and pressing charges against 

offenders. Both are staffed with Innu women and men as weU as a few non-hu who 

have married into the comrnunity, and most of the workers have completed training in 

their areas of expertise. I shau elaborate upon the dserences in these programmes further 

dong in this chapter. 

Initially, 1 saw country and intervention programmes as distinct types of heaiing, but 

eventually came to understand that they overlap and intertwine. In this chapter, 1 present 

these orbits of discourse about what comrnunity heaiing "is" in Sheshatshit, how people 

envision community healing happening, and show how each is experienced on the 

individual, cornmunity and greater political levels. 

Talking 

Time after the ,  "talking" was described to me as a crucial element of healing. 

This theme was one of the few related to cornmunity heahg that a wide variety of people 

consistently mentioned. The individuais 1 quote below corne from ail categones of 

cornmunity members that I spoke with: counsellorsS2, older people, younger people, 

politicianss3, people having attended extemal treatment programmes, and cornmunity 

members at large: 

S'~ealing Savices pmduca a community assessrnent for each rex offender on trial or in jad by 
interviewhg about fow people in the community who know the individual in question - parents, partners, 
family members, or counseUors who have worked witb the person. The opinions voiced by these people 
close to the accused are then summarized and presented by a Healing Senices worker to the presiding 
judge. Included as well in îhis document is a recommeadation from Healing Services as to what "the 
amununity" feels is best for the victim, the person accuse4 and the M y  at that partidar juncturc. 
S 2 ~ l l o r s  for eiîher Healing SeMces, the Drug and Alcobol Tmuaeat Centre, Social Smices, or the 
Group Home. 
53By this categorizltion 1 am demng to people associateci with either the lnnu Nation or the Band 
Counciî, but who arc not nectssari)y elccted representatives. 



Heahg means working towards a heaithy cornmunity, family, 
children ... one way [of doing this] is to ralk - talk about your feelings 
and your pain and handing Back the pain] to thox who have hurt yoy 
and not keeping it in. .(ano. ) 

Innu d t u r e  has been so different f?om non-native culture and 1 thùik 
that the only thing that will work is if four or five families would go in 
country and talk with each other about what is the problem [that they 
are experiencing] and why it's happening - get together like this in a 
group and work together to figwe it out ...peop le dont have a chance to 
talk usually but if they have a chance to get together and say what is 
wrong and what is bothe~g them and talk within the tents and 
between the tents, talk and listen and see what they have done wrong 
and what causes it to be a problem Other than that, 1 don't think much 
is going to help. ..- ~ 6 )  

Part of healing for me was taiking about my own abuse, my own 
feelings, talking about what my husband used to do to me o*lm~s l.rc 
thkics) 

Outside treatment centres are a waste of money that we don't have ...al 
people have to do is decide that they want to go in country with their 
family or four of five families and work thhgs out face to face p h  irie 

rhihcs) 

[Four years ago, Grace fa& her own sexual abuse and tallced to 
sorneone about what she was remembering and what had happened to 
her. She was afrad that she would be abandoned; that people wouldn't 
want to have anyihing to do with her once they knew that she had been 
abused; She felt worse afier talking about it for the first tirne than she 
had before she started talking 1- 
but you have to continue talking und you feel better. ..itls hard work 
and is gohg to take a lot of tirne for th is  community to heal ... but you 
have to go through that pain. It's hardest when a priest or elder has 
abused you because you are supposed to respect them ... ( c ~ s  m i & - )  

1 stopped drinlong six y e m  ago, and started going to AA meehgs to 
tsy and heal my fBrnily... weS4 go to AA meetings and share our 
problems and talk about our pain iiucanio) 

Healing means to let out the stdf that is eating you up inside (w i.u 

thittia) 

UHIiinah is rdcming mt to ber Camily. but to tbe people in attendancc ai M moctings. 
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The Innu Nation, the Heahh Commission, the Band Council, the 
Alcohol counsellon have ail tried to get people to acknowledge that 
there is a problem and it needs to be addressed ..mot just by 
organizations, but by ïnd~duals, too wio*i. 1-UWS) 

Healing in part is telling the pst, present, and future ...p eople have to 
stop hiding things - the only way you cm heal is to tell it- tell it, dont 
hide it, so you won't have to carry it around with you. Ifyou dont tak, 
you carry the sickness with you. (so*a miaforti~~) 

Given the community atmosphere desCnbed in Chapter Three that is coloured by tension, 

isolation, and avoidance of confrontation, talking about the pain of abuse and about 

severely strained family relationships is a drarnatic shift in social interactions in 

Sheshatshit. Previously, I posited that the silence and the maintenance of social distance 

that 1 sensed in Sheshatshit are devices to-limit the emotional damage caused by profound 

pain in a closely knit cornmunity. Avoidance of these issues (especiaily abuse incurred by 

fYnily members) may limit imediate damage, but there is a price to pay for blocking 

such intense pain. instead, these excerpts portray a growing belief in Sheshatshit that 

talking about abuse, talkùig about feelings, and talking about past events that have been 

buned is what wül eventuaüy permit a healing of the community fabnc. Rather than 

avoiding painfil topics, a sentiment is growing within the community that an open airing 

of this pain is an essential part of the healing process, not only for the individuais invohred 

in a specific case, but for the whole community. The idea is that individuais who talk 

about what has happened to them are helpiing themselves heal while ~Vnultaneously 

lending strength to others who have not yet been abie to talk but who might benefit fiom 

seeing that they are not alone in their pain. 

The talking that people speak of is not necessarily what an outsider might expect; 

it is not telking in the sense of psychotherapy or counselhg with a therapist. Instead, the 

talking people refer to cm mean confiding in a trusteci fiieml, t a h g  with a Heaiing 

Services or Social Services worker, or telling theù story at a more public place such as at 

an AA meeting. Indeed, people who describe themselves as "in heaiing" are making 



talking a more and more pubiic process. For example, during my stay in Sheshatsht, the 

Innu Nation Health Commission sponsored a plenary three day session calleci 'Healing 

Visions'. This meeting brought people in the comunity iavoIved in health care and 

intervention programmes together to discuss community healing and heaith in Sheshatshit. 

The majority of people there were Innu, with a few non-Innu who are involved in local 

health care deüvery also in attendance. I was not inviteci to sit in on these meetings, but 

one person in attendance recounted to me how the sessions evolved into a series of 

personal testirnonies whereby person after person described in detail his or her own 

personal history of abuse or alcoholism. Some people (non-Innu) in attendance became 

hstrated with this heavy emphasis on "talking" and after saying so, were censured by 

other participants (Innu intervention workers) who insisted that everyone who wanted to 

share their stories should be permitted to speak for as long as they felt necessary as it was 

an important element of the speakers' healing process. Thus, t a h g  cm happen in a 

variety of places and at a variety of levels, spanning the range of one-on-one to 

increasingiy public forums. It appears that some people begin to talk about what has 

happened to them by telling just one or two people, but that once a person is "in healingn, 

they begin to talk about what has happened to them more and more publicly and 

encourage others to do the sarne. 

Talkllig can be the sharing of personal expenences for the first tirne and the airing 

of personal pain; in other contexts, it can also mean confkonting an abuser. Again, as 

described in Chapter Three, confrontation is generaily not how people resolve conflict in 

Sheshatshit under normal circumstances. However, some of the Healing SeMces 

workers that I spoke with feel that the tactic of conûontation (whereby the victim 

confronts the abuser with what has transpired between them) is highly therapeutic for the 

people involved and that by sitting down together and making vocal what had been silent, 

individuals and fiunilies can begin to reconcile and mend. As we shall see below, this 

particular approach follows within the Healing Services mandate, whereas other groups 



(such as Social SeMces) appropnate the same sentiment for talking and use it in a siightly 

dEerent way accordhg to their own objectives. 

Talking as a mechanism for healing ais0 retlects the discourse concerning the 

diierences in cornmunity and countq spaces. Aithough much airing of personai pain has 

been done in the community, it is not necessarily the place mosi conducive to it. K a W s  

cornments earfier highlighted this point: "1 think that the oniy thing that wilî work is 

if... families would go in country and tak with each other about what is the problem and 

why it's happening ... and work together to figure it out" because in the community "people 

don't have a chance talk usuallyn. T a h g  about events and feelings that are extremely 

delicate, far-reaching and that have been hidden for a long time is not easy, especidy in a 

cornmunity atmosphere that is already burdened with a sense of isolation and hiding. 

Country space on the other hand is a sheltering space, a haven of sorts, where people feel 

at ease and where talking is facilitated. In the context of talking as heaiing, these qualities 

of country space are being remobilized to permit a hitfid disentangling of diabicult and 

palliful issues in a positive way. 

Intervention programmes in Sheihrtshit 

As mentioned above, there are two main intervention programmes in Sheshatshit 

operating under distinct and separate mandates: Healing Senices and Social SeMces. 

Because of the divergence in their mandates, a certain amount of discord has arisen 

between proponents for the two programmes. Examining this debate and the difEerences 

cornmunity members perceive between the two groups permits me to in tum draw out a 

number of significant points as to how people conceptualize cornmunity healing. 

Significantly, the discourse surroundhg this debate also illuminates other aspects of 

community healing that are linked with issues of Imiu collective identity and how it is 

king defined. 



Three years ago, community members met with the Social Smiices workers to 

discuss an escalahg rate of disclosures of m a l  abuse and violence within the 

community. People who were at this meeting recounted to me how the general feeling at 

the meeting was that a support network was essential to help people going through this 

process, and about 20 people volunteered to work as counseilors. This infond team 

eventually grew into the Innu Nation's Heahg Senices which now has five nill-time 

workers and no longer relies on volunteers. Healing SeMces is compriseci of one director 

and four other fiiii-tirne workers. Two workers prepare community assessments for 

people on parole and those who have been Uicarcerated; the other two workers focus on 

home visits: visiting clients in their homes to mediate and offer support. When 1 asked 

Healing Services workers and other community members what needs the Healing Services 

programme fiiled, people emphasized a variety of roles that Healing Semces acts in: 

Healing SeMce workers are available if someone is depressed and needs 
someone to talk to ... Healing Services workers do home visits to 
people ... they are also involved in court cases. On weekends and nights, 
Heaüng Services workers are also always on cal1 if there is a cnsis 
situation.. .but sometimes Innu people are afhid of each other.. .[and Healing 
Services workers] have to be carefiil and see when the people need the 
support [and when they might not want to talk]. But anyone who wants 
support fiom Heaiing SeNices can ask for it and we wiil tw to help. (- 1- 

(huties) 

People often come as adults to Heaiing SeMces, but the abuse was 20, 30, 
or 40 years ago ... People might come and say that they want to sit down with 
the person and confiont the person that abused them ... Healing S e ~ c e s  will 
arrange it - or sometimes the offender wmes and wants to sit down with the 
person they hurt and try to make amends. The viaim never has to go 
through these mnftontations alone if it happens through Heaiing SeMces. 
(Normq culy-rak) 

In this respect, Healing Senices offers direct support for any community members 

seelcing help with their problems, both in crisis situations nich as during initial 



recognition of ribuse or suicide attempts and also more long-terni support for 

depression or helping individuals or f d e s  work through traumatic experiences: 

[Healing SeMces offers] a staff to deal with people who are seekhg out 
support. A Heaüng Services volunteer group was first set up ...if someone 
disclosed abuse, often they felt as though they are the only ones ever in that 
situation and aâaid that they would be ostracized, hated and 
conde mned... but as more and more people came out [with their stories of 
being abuseci!, they saw that IMU people were welcoming them back A i s  
reconcilation [of abuser or abused within the community] has become an 
important way of Innu We. The volunteers had a very informal structure, but 
their main goal was to be supportive, and many of them may have gone 
through the sarne sorts of thing. Healing SeMces facüitates this process of ' 
reconciliation. (wiiü~m 1- m e s )  

[During home Msits,] the Healing Services worker is just there to listen; the 
clients need support, and the worker's role is just to be there and know they 
can count on you. (m l a  thirtia) 

Within this discourse about Healing SeMces, there is a strong emphasis on reconciliation 

and support as methods to mend f d y  and community relations. Reconciliation is 

especiaiiy important, and is achieved through famiiy-based counselling, confrontation of 

the past, and talking about the trauma that has been experienced, rather than reporting and 

prosecuting offknders: 

1 do not believe in the white legal system and the way it deals with offenders 
and with its emphasis on punishrnent. Family Healing Circles, Sentencing 
Circles, and Mobile Treatment are the most effective ways to address 
offenders and to avoid future problems ...p ut the justice system aside; look to 
f d y  therapy groups. Bring the f d y  together and talk in the presence of 
a counsellor. (~ari* mib-roctie) 

Indeed, Innu experiences with the justice system, an outside institution, was one of the 

contributing factors in the establishment of Healing SeMces: 

Healing Semces has only existed for a year; it stemrned 6-om people going 
through the justice system [and neediig help negotiating the process]. One 
element of Healing SeMces now is to provide reports to the courts on the 
backgrounds of people's tives and to help the judge see more of the person 
standing before him ... Healing S e ~ c e s  focuses on conflict resolution and 
mediation; we want Innu to help themselves within their families with the 



support and presence of a counsellor ...[ this] helps people talk about what 
has happened to them and helps them let go ...part of tallOng is a clearing up 
of old issues by using mediation to b ~ g  a mon complete closure to these 
issues. (~rmiiae, ~itc f ~ r t i ~ )  

H&g Sewices aiso does something called "PDRs" or Predisposition 
Reports, which is a history of the offender. It helps the judge to get 
background of the person's Me and understand better the Innu person. 
InteMews with people in the offender's life helps you see how these people 
perceive the offender, what he was N e  when growing up, what he has been 
through hirnselt This is then presented to the judge so he can make a better 
and maybe faVer sentence. From the perspective of Heaüng SeMces, the 
first step in addressing abuse and violence is to try and work with people 
involved before it goes to court. ..(BI- --MO) 

Heaiing SeMces workers help Innu people negotiate the justice system by acting as 

mediators between the courts and Innu that have been accused of MoIence or abuse. The 

Healing Senices workers that fùnction in this capacity are attempting to reintroduce 

something of the community reality and the social context in which the offenders live back 

into the justice system by compiling predisposition reporis and cornmunity assessments. In 

this manner, cornrnunity members can inseri something of themselves into an alienating 

process that deeply affects thek community structure, but that was formerly completely 

directed by outside, non-Innu, forces. This involvement also permits a vocalkation of 

dissatisfaction with the justice system and its impact on cornmunity and f d y  Ne: 

1 dont like incarceration as a solution to wrong-doings or abuse ... it 
separates the person h m  the community and their famiy. (cuoiirr. w. 
fa.&) 

Punishment is not everything.. .it doesn't solve problems like sitting 
together, facing each other and talking does. These ways are more 
meaningful. (N- aiiy fa-=) 

The subtext of this discourse is that the White justice system is not the Innu way and does 

not address IMU community needs. The justice system is described as prolonging the 

trauma expenenced by f a d e s  aîready trying to deal with abuse and violence without ever 

providing a chance for the underlying pain and emotion to be resolved, especially for the 



victim. A number of community members are saying that what is needed instead of 

punishment is reconeiliation that cornes with "sining togethet, hcing each other and 

talking.. ." and not with prosecution. Furthemore, given the larger political context of 

rnoving towards self-determination and ~e~govemance, inserting an Innu voice and 

perspective into the courts is not 0 3  a way of healing the families involved but also a 

way of taking back control of community affâirs and deaiing with them inside the 

~ommun.i$~ instead of through Newfoundland's courts, as William's comments below 

elaborate: 

People used to think that f d y  violence and abuse were an individual's . 
problem, but the h u  Nation starteci realizing that h u  in the past have 
tned to deal with problems as a couective d that violence affects the 
comunity as a whole, that famiy violence is not isolated to two 
individuals.. .ifs a cornmunity not an individual problem.. .the Innu 
Nation is elected by the people and is obligated to help the people ... it 
created a suppon system for people interested in dealing with those 
problems. [Heaiing SeMces offers] a stafïto deal with people who are 
seeking out support ... Heahg SeMces works with people who are 
prepared to admit to their problem instead of denying or looking for a 
way out ... I personaily believe that the Innu Nation is going about this in 
the right way ... these are mr problems and the court isn't going to solve 
anything. Our problems and we need to deal with them and as long as 
there are people prepared to deal with them, by ail rneans we should. 
(William, l a  thirtics) 

By calling on the past ("the Innu Nation started realizing that Innu in the past have tried 

to deal with problems as a collective), a sense of Innu identity based on a concept of 'Innu 

ways' as distinct fkom White ways' is evoked and strengthened. 

Social Services k.. 

Social S e ~ c e s  operates under a provincial mandate fiom the govemment of 

NeMoundland and is obligated to follow the standardiseci protocol outlined for al1 Social 

Services branches in the province. Although the workers at Social SeMces share the 

5 S ~  A n h  and Svmcld (1985) for a discussion of selfdeienninatioa and hcalth carc in She~hatshit. 
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same concems as Healing SeMces' worken of eradicating abuse and ending farnily 

violence, they operate under diierent restraints and utilize dierent methods of wnBict 

resolutkon. For exampie, wme of the Sad SeMces staff are hvdved h workiiig h an 

"Anger Management programme" with Innu inmates at the correctional cenue in Goose 

Bay. As it was describeci to me; this is an method of working through old mernories and 

hum by teaching clients how to "focus their anger on the person that hurt them ...y ou sit 

down with the person that hurt or abused you ( ' y  visudizîng that they are there, even if 

they are not physically present)" and "you get very angry, scream, yell, hit, get your anger 

out". This process is "very tûing" but focuses and directs the hurts in a more 

constnictive direction than inward or than "getting angry with your kids, your husband, 

your d e ,  but instead with the person hurting you". This method of therapy brings the 

client back into the situation where abuse happened in his or her own life and asks the 

client to re-experience the past and release pent up emotions. In many ways, this 

technique reflects the emphasis on talking as a move towards healing that was discussed 

above. Both encourage people to "work through their pain" and problems by expressing 

them and making them public in a purging catharsis rather than keeping thern inside. 

Aithough Healing Services and Social Services attempt to address the same sorts 

of social problems and valorize some of the same general therapeutic techniques (such as 

openhg up and talking about past events as important elements of heaiing), there are also 

signifiant dinerences between the two programmes' approaches. Specifically, Social 

Services workers are obliged to work within the crMinal justice syaem and to report ' 

cases of abuse that they discover to the RCMP: 

Social S e ~ c e s  has a policy of reporting and Healing Services 
doesn 't... Social Services is linked to the provincial goverment and is 
mandated for child protection and welfare. .. Social S e ~ c e s  is part of a 
huge bureaucracy but Heal'ing Semces is under the Innu Nation, and its 
mandate cornes from the Innu Nation and the comrnunity.. . Social 
Services does not have resources or programmes for people to seek 
long-terni on-going help âom ... It's just crisis-management. Healing 



Services is trying to start working on the underlying problems and help 
people deal with their He situations so that they won? repeat the 
behaviour, (- for(icr) 

There is confiict with Social SeMces and Healing SerYic es... 1 have had 
a very hard time trying to work with them because they split people 
ap art... It's very sad to set your own people without guiformation that 
thefie been charged and why ... the f d y 7  the d e 7  the kids need to 
know. (~gpa,  rit îûirîia) 

There are different opinions about Healing SeMces and Social Services 
in the comrnuni @...the Social SeMces policy is that anyone admitting 
to sexual abuse or anyone hearing of disclosure must report it to the 
authorities. People got accustomeci to reporting [cases of abuse] and 
putting Innu people through the court process. wiuum. I* -1 

As such, Social SeMces workers can effect immediate assistance for cornmunity 

members by quickly ending on-going abuse and by removing children fkom dangerous 

living conditions, but they are not in the position to exercise personal discretion as to 

whether removai is the best solution in a given case. Heahg Semces workers, who do 

not have to answer to Newfoundland's criminal justice system, have much more leeway in 

this respect. They have more liberty to use their judgement about what a particular child 

and farniiy needs and can recommend a number of dEerent solutions without necessarily 

separating the famiy in crisis. 

The criticism that Social Services workers have received for their programme's 

approach to resolving community problems again helps to illuminate what healing means 

for community memben. As the excerpts above indicate, the main criticisms of Social 

Services' methods are that not only does it rely too heavily on outside intervention to 

solve intemal community problems, but that the procedure it foliows of reporting cases of 

abuse and violence ruptures rather that reconciles interpersonal relationships within the 

community. Instead of vying to rebuild grievously injurexi relationslips through talking, 

confrontation, and working towards long-tenn solutions, prosecution is seen by some as 

aggravating the violence and damage that has alteady been done: 



Healing Services' position is that they need to work with the people 
involved before it goes to the next step, either of increased violence, or 
of the judicial system. Heaiing Services is not trying to cover d u p ,  
but to 6x things. A h ,  it can become very messy if the offender is 
incarcerateci and then tries to re-enter the cornmunity, especially if he 
cornes back with the attitude that Tve paid for the abuse with three 
months in jail ... why should I sit d o m  with you now?' ... Furthemore,] 
there is no satisfaction for the victim if the offender denies al1 the 
charges and then it is only the court that h d s  him guilty. q 
foruorues) 

However, not everyone I spoke with agreed. Some Social Services workers feel that 

there are not enough resources within the community for Healing SeMces to effectively 

accompüsh what it has set out to do and hence that their priority should be stopping 

abuse. Furthennore, Healing Services has both victims of abuse and abusers coming to 

them for help. Because of this, some Healing SeMces workers have at times found 

themselves in the dficult position of trying to resolve a case of abuse on behalf of an 

abuser when the victim is not yet ready to deal with what has happened: 

Some people say that there is sornething wrong with Healing S e ~ c e s  and 
the Innu Nation and some people are saying that they're working for the 
offender and not for the victirn. (wiim 1- 

But, as William continues, 

the Innu Nation never intended to focus on the offenders ... it was trying 
to prevent the court process that is alien to many people ..A's a very 
adversarial process, and people continued to deny the charges to avoid 
jail. And when people retumed to the comrnunity, there was no 
healing, no reconciliation between the victim and the offender. w i a  
late üiinia) 

One Social Services worker mirrors these concerns in her comments about the 

dserences between Healing Services and Social SeMces: 

If there were enough resources to help both Mctims and Mctimizers in 
the community, I wouldn't report cases of abuse l i e  1 do now, but 1 
still feel that victimizers stiil deny the abuse that has occurred, and feel 
that (Healiig Semces) cannot work with victimizers -- the victimizers 
cannot communicate with Social Services because Social Services )ras 
to report cases of sexual, physical, and verbal abuse to the RCMP. 



Once the viaimiser adrnits they have a problem, that's one thing, but 
most do not want to admit or want help. The case then goes to court 
once reporteci and t gets decided there. 

In this person's opinion, tryllig to help both parties involvecl in a case of abuse is not in 

itseif offensive, but Healing SeMces is not always adequately equipped to resolve the 

confijcts that it intends to because abusers are often in denial and wilî not take 

responsibility for what they have done. As such, the most important task then becomes 

to stop the abuse in any way possible, even ifit means resorting to the courts. 

Clearly, there is no definitive consensus among community members as to what 

method or approach towards community healing is most effective, both on an immediate 

or long-term basis. These answers are being negotiated as the process of healing evolves. 

Social Services workers are obligated to report cases of abuse and violence; Healing 

Services workers try to deal with the same sorts of situations through co~ontation and 

fdy-based counseliing. In tum, this basic dinerence in policy between Healing 

Services and Social SeMces expands the discourse on community healing fkom the 

f d y  and comrnunity levels ont0 the greater political level as it intersects with issues of 

seEdetermination and Innu conflias with the justice system. 

Furthemore, the debate surroundhg effective and appropriate ways of d&g 

with these issues is not limited to discussions about local level intervention programmes. 

A gro wing number of cornmuni ty members have attended extemal treatment programmes. 

These programmes are now another element of the sarne general debate among 

community members, and again leads people to ask themselves what are appropriate ways 

of cornmunity he&g and what is a distinctly Innu approach to heaiing. 

External rcsources 

In an attempt to address a range of difncult issues most often stemmhg &om 

alcoholism, violence, or abuse, &me community members have sought assistance f h m  

outside Sheshatshit at extemal treatrnent centres. Rather than working through problems 



in the community, participation in these programmes involves leaving Sheshatshit for 

anywhere f?om one to three months in order "to go for treatrnent". Most people I spoke 

with about their experiences at the centres had attended either Brentwood in Wmdsor, 

Ontario or Poundmaker's Lodge in Edmonton, Alberta, although there are many otha 

centres in existence throughout Canada These treatrnent centres a h  to break people of 

their addictions as well as to help them understand the greater issues in their 1ives that 

need attention in order to 'Say clean' and free of the addictions. For some people, going 

through this process is where healing can begin. The first person in S heshatshit to attend 

an extemal treatment programme went about Severi years ago to Poundmakef s Lodge and 

since that tirne, extemal treatment programmes have become increasingiy accepted by 

cornmunity rnembers as a way to start healing. 

The majority of treatment centres in Canada are geared to people of ail 

backgrounds and with many difFerent needs, such as Brentwood where the treatment 

modules are based on dominant cultural values. Poundrnaker's Lodge on the other hand is 

unique in that its *programmes and resources are developed i?om an Abonpinal point of 

view ... operated for aboriginals by aboriginals. This Aboriginal experience is findamental 

to the success of (the) programmest' (Nechi Institute and Poundmaker's Lodge 1995). 

Thus, the premise of the two programmes varies by what cultural base they cal1 upon, but 

the basic treatment agendas appear to be quite similar for both programmes: 

I have b e n  sober for three years now.. .gohg into treatment taught me 
how to nd myself of the anger and rage that built up fiorn growing up 
in a dydimctional fàmîiy...I used to vent the anger on women, lose it in 
booze, or in fights but now 1 have learned fkom treatment how to get 
rid of it in a good way and not explode it ont0 someone else ... h e  
learned how to be a good person, how to care for another person and 
how to love in a good way ... h e  gotten rny trust back. (W. pid ~ a )  

I was at Brentwood for seven weeks, and everyone was r d  friendly. 1 
used to fight a lot when 1 was drinking ... at Brentwood everyone's in 
there for help, and you get into groups to share your stones with each 
other. You feel better when you tolk and get al1 your siceletons out of 



the closet ... 1 starteci to leam about whaî makes me rnad, whaî makes 
me angry. 1 dealt with my fighting and anger, but my drinking is stiü 
there ... I got through some of my shit, but, Ore, 1 didn't hit rock bottom. 
But now, i f 1  get mad, 1 go to talk to people now instead of just letting 
it build up and up and k i n g  it explode on someone. cr lyhur i l i~~)  

1 went into treatment for my drinking problem and 1 had never 
.attributai it to any issues like my childhood ... 1 never thought 1 Iwd any 
issues - I thought that being abuseci or giving abuse was just part of 
Me and that life sucked.. .[while at Brentwood] 1 deah with my issues, 
mostly sexual abuse issues, abuse 1 had recejved. You get a high Erom 
treatment - your Me is grounded again and you are where you want to 
be.. -1 didnt want to corne back [to Sheshatshit] because 1 knew that 
once 1 was back here 1 wouldn't have support Wre at Brentwood and 
that I would have to confiont my relationships with my f d y  and with 
my Wends that 1 had drunk with and grown up with ... At Brentwood, 1 
had to releani everything and get back to the basics - communication, 
sharing.. . being open and respecthg yourself. 1- twcnti~s) 

Here again we see an emphasis on talking as therapeutic. People are encouraged to talk 

about what has happened to them in their lives and encouraged to talk in public arenas 

(such as in discussion groups) where people share their Me stories. Clients void 

thernselves by recounting their pasts and then "leam" how to rebuild themselves into 

healthier people, defineci in part as capable of maintainhg positive relationships and able 

to handle ditncult situations without resorting to old coping mechanisms such as violence 

or alcohol. 

One man described for me the daily pattern at Brentwood as "at 7, you get up and 

do chores ... by 9 the treatment groups start; lunch ar 12; group work and lectures starting 

after lunch at lpm, quiet t h e  in the aftemoon for a bit; dinner; then evening sessions...". 

When asked if this seemed strict or regimented, he repiied that 

It didnt feel like prison at all-1 felt at home, my ûrs t  home ever ... because 
you have rules at home and when 1 was growing up there was no discipline, 
just abuse ... there was no hugging, touching, love in my childhood, and 
Brentwood taught me how to do these things in a supportive way ... when 1 
was down, everybody there (at the centre) was there for me. ..(~orb. orraifc 



For these people, treatment programmes have played a significant part in their lives and 

helped them regain seIf1confidence and buiid a sense of personal control. However, there 

is z growhg concern among other community members that these extemal treatment 

programmes are not whoUy appropriate ways to approach community healing and a 

significant numba of people expressed to me their fears about seeing an addictive reliance 

on the programmes themselves growing in the community. For some people involved in 

local politics, going to treatment is a surface solution that does nothing to address the real 

root of the social problems facing Sheshatshit that stem fiom the coloniaüzation of the 

Innu. That is to say that both the issues facing the community and people's attempts to 

heal are not shply of an individual nature, but take place w i t h  a macrocontext of social 

suffering that af fk ts  the collective social body: 

Heaiing can be through medicine, but the more serious fonn [of 
healing] for the h u  is healing the effeas of contact with Europeans 
and all the social problems of living in a community with semai abuse, 
violence and aicohol, the worse disease the Innu has ever had. 
We must look at what things we are trying to heal j b m ,  U e  
colonization, assirdation.. .Healing is not like a cut with a bandage and 
after a while it's gone, it's healed; to me, healing is forever.. . the pain and 
suffering Innu have gone through wiîl be in their minds forever, Wte the 
Jews in the Holocaust. wiiiim, latr m e s )  

Other community members with a less politicized view of the situation believe that the 

root of the community 's problems is alcohol and that the abuse and the violence stem 

directly fkom the dnnking: 

1 wonder why people can't see the problerns they are creating in their 
own farnily and their own h e s  when they are drinking heavily ... 1 see al1 
the things happening in the community - semal abuse, physical abuse, 
child abuse - that aii cornes h m  alcohol. I believe that the parents 
wuld stop acting Wre this if they were sober - al1 that could be 
prevented if the drinkers would realize that drinlcing is the cause of al1 
this pain.. .M & . C I )  

Seemingly then, this woman would feel that treatment centres with their emphasis on 

breaking addictions and alcoholism were beneficial. Instead, she and a variety of other 



people concurred with the sentiments expresscd above that reiiance on e x t e d  treatment 

programmes was negrne& impacthg the cornmunity, but for dïerent reasons: 

1 believe that people can stop drinking without going to treatment 
centres and that sendimg people to treatment centres is just a waste of 
rnoney because they can heip themselves.. .- ariy ~itdi-) 

The Innu need Innu heahg ways, not the treatment centres as much 
because they're Euro-Cariadian and extemal. (N* mibthuiies) 

Extemal treatment centres are a waste of money that we dont haveAl 
that people have to do is decide that they want to go in country with 
their f d y  or four or five families and work things out face to face. 
(Nha, lutUiiriia) 

1 realIy disagree with treatment centres, with sending our own kids out 
[to them]. That's not the Innu way, and it should be dealt with here. 
(AgDes, lak thiftics) 

In these excerpts, a certain dissatisfaction with extemal programmes emerges because 

whether following the Brentwood (dominant culture) or Poundmakefs (pan-hdian) 

model, extemal treatment centres are "a waste of money" and "not the Innu way". Within 

community discourse, "the Innu way" of solving social problems is coming to mean 

reducing social isolation and approaching the issues as a collective, rather than sending 

individuals away to deal with their problems by themselves. Yet, at the same time within 

this nibric of healing as a coilective process, there is an emphasis on the importance of an 

individual's decision to heal and make changes: 

In order to be strong, you have to do it by yourself, h m  your heart.. .to 
quit drinking you have to use your hem, to realize what the alcohol is 
doing to you ... qui* cu(ym.ie~) 

It's their own bodies and they have to l e m  how to retrain their own 
body if they want to have a better life ... People need to make up their 
own minds to get away fiom [the drinking]. c i ; u n i s d y  

Healing and treatment.. .that's dl a bunch of crap. If something's wrong 
with you, you just need to m&e a decision to change fiom inside and 
then you can beat it . . .  FR^ 



Healing must be i n t e d  and takes place on a very personai level and 
must mite a healthy mind, body and spirit ... the m l ,  seKrespect and 
dignity must be preserved and strengthened.. . ilu tmi-1 

This iocai debate conceniing appropriate rnethods to bring about comrnunity 

heaiing has been intensifiecl by another factor: during the past two years, a significant 

percentage of the Innu counseiion working in Sheshatshit have attended programmes 

sponsored by the Nechi hstitute of Alcohol and Dmg   ducat ion^^ in Edmonton, Alberta 

and incorporateci much of what they have learned into their counselling work. nie Nechi 

Institute is an organization devoted to training Abonginal people in addiction counseliing 

and healing with a unique approach based on a distinctly "Native" (and pananIndian) 

approach to curing addictions and abuse. Accordingly, the Nechi programme centres on 

symbols and traditions indigenous to some abonginal groups such as sweetgrs and 

sweat lodges, but that are foreign to Innu. This approach is helping to fuel the debate 

about what are proper ways for Innu to approach healing as some cornmunity members 

are adamantly against these techniques: 

In order to be strong, you have to do it by yourself, fiom your 
heart.. .to quit drlliking you have to use your heart, to realize what the 
aicohol is doing to you. 1 do not believe in the treatment programmes - 
- 1 know that the community hired a person fiom Poundmakef s to do a 
sweatlodge -- sweetgrass, feathers -- all of that stuff they brought from 
the West, it's not ours. (PA* cariy tbirtia) 

People need to start takhg responsibiiity for themselves instead of 
using services and programmes as crutches. These are our problems, 
and we are capable of solving them. They wont be solved by 
Poundmaker's, by Ontario, by St. John's, by Ottawa. (wiiiiaa iue ~hirri-1 

What is this sweetgrass thing? Sweatlodges? Drearn Catchers? These 
things are not our way, not the way of my people here in 
Sheshatshit ... it's not like the treatment programme in country, where 
our ancestors spent rnany thousands of years and not outside where 
they pick up al1 sons of outside things. (JW. niia<hiii-) 

Insîitute ir a joint facility wiîh Poundmakefs ladge: Nechi is the training centre for Native 
intervention workers and Poundmakef s is a Native treatment centre. 



1 dont undastand Nechi aaining methods My,  but it seems that a lot 
of people who have gone say that you WU never be weii und you go 
through Nechi ...if this is the mentaiity that devdops fiom Nechi, 1 think 
it's wrong ... it is discowaging people fiom discovering thek own ways. 
( w i  l8tethitiics) 

However, for other people, Nechi training offers concrete solutions to extremely difnailt 

problems where very few other options currently exist: 

Nechi teaches you how to help all kinds of victims of abuse.. .it teaches 
you about anga management and about your own personal growth 
whkh is the hardest because you are talking about yourself and you 
can feel the pain you had as a üttle child wraa ~=thirb'c~) 

1 spent two years of training in Nec hi... Vs good, a real eye-opener and 
really helped me. You learn to share your pain...You listen to other 
people's stories and that's where you start to respect each other. (G-, 
rnid-forties) 

We need more training here, more people outside to teach us about 
healing and more skiiis to deal with our problems.. .there is a need for 
workshops in the community to help people leam and heal. cm. 
thittics) 

Ultimately, it appears that there is no singular way to enact community healing. It is a 

move towards repairing the coiîeaive, social fabric, but one that can also be highly 

individualistic; on the other hand, some people find that the problerns they are facing are 

bigger than they cm manage by themselves and seek out assistance from either 

intervention workers or fiom external treatment programmes. Other people are convinced 

that the answers corne "firom inside" and that is where to begin. However, regardless of 

this variety of approaches, increasingly in the comrnunity discourse "how we heal" is 

becorning a way to define "what makes us Innu". One product of this search for a 

balanced approach to healing is an innovativeprogramme called mobile treatment. Many 

of the themes discussed above re-emerged while speaking with some of the people 

involved in creating and implementing this programme, to which 1 now tum. 



Askuqpun: Waiting for the caribou 

When 1 was in Sheshatshit during the surnmer of 1995, Healing Services and the 

Innu Nation had just completed its sezond mobile treatment session, and the people 

involved in its planning and irnplernentation were very proud about it. Mobile treatment is 

an innovative and new kind of treatrnent programme developed in Sheshatshit and 

Utshimassit over the past three years by the Innu Nation Heaith Commission, staffed 

uniquely by comrnunity members firom those two Innu cornrnunities. Mobile treatment is 

based on extemal treatment models such as the Nechi programmes, .but has been 

reworked to fit specific IMU needs in a country setting at a place called Ashtrqpn (or 

Border Beacon in ~nglish~'), in the interior of Labrador. The site is sigdcant not only 

because it is located on hunting land between the two Innu communities and not in either 

one, but also because of its historical importance: Ashuapun means "waiting for the 

caribou" in In~tu-c~imun, and geographicaliy it is a prime spot for harvesting the large herd 

that migrates through it. Furthemore, being situated in country space, the programme 

again taps into the mythic strength of Innu whiie in country that is at the core of Innu 

identity. The first mobile treatrnent session was held in October, 1994 and was so 

successfbl that a second was started in April, 1995. 

The most ment programme lasted for two months: 41 Innu clients (six families), 

1 1 counselion and their fiunilies, 7 support staff. and one cook spent eight weeks together 

in a large camp, living in tents out in country, and workhg together in group sessions to 

address the reasons that brought them there. The camp was also joined on specid 

"Cultural Days" by six Innu elders, three fiom Sheshatshit and three fiom Utshimassit. On 

these days (two days out of five), the six elders held informal sessions talkhg about Innu 

knowledge and traditional skills. Unlike the extemal treatment programmes at Brentwood 

57~alü;e certain Innu words such as nutshimit. ULrhmwit, and mino that corne people used while 
spcaking English, people consistently called Ashuapn by its English name in interviews with me, and 1 
will maintain this usage in my discussion of the treatment programme. 



or Poundmaker's Lodge, Border Beacon is a family onented treatrnent programme: it is 

not just the person stniggüng with addiction or abuse who goes 'for treatment', but the 

entire family: parents, spouses, and children, in an attempt to address more of the rwt  

issues at hand: 

kifter prayer and hugs in the moMng, there would be an hour or so long 
lecture on a variety of topics - alcoholism, grieving, suicide, f a d y  
violence, alcoholism as a disease, aftercare. And then the group would 
split up into three smaller sized groups of women [oniy], men [only], 
and kids. During the fourth week, the [individual] famiües were then 
put together to work things out. This is a fmiily treatment centre - it is 
conducted in Inm-dmun, using the counseilors' own expenences as 
examples, experiences that everyone there was familiar with and 
understood ... the people at mobile treatment üked these things about it in 
cornparison with treatment programmes far away where there are no 
exarnples and the language is not the matemal one ... being close to the 
land and nature makes a dierence, too. Also, it helps build ties with 
people and counseîiors fiom Davis Met and lets you get to know them 
as people. (N- crly fm*s) 

Border Beacon was reaüy good ... we were sharing (with each other) in our 
own language, and the people there knew each other. (J-. mid-twmtia) 

People have been going to treatment, but in a difEerent culture, 
language, setting ... it just gave them the awareness that they had a 
problem and then they had to corne back (to the community) and deal 
with it alone, away from the support system at the treatment centre, 
Wre Brentwood. But if you have a problem, it's not just you - it's Ore 
a ripple in a pond that grows and spreads out to include and affect your 
spouse, your kids, your relatives, and finally, the whole community. 
That's why the mobile treatment programme began, and fiirthermore, 
why it's a family based programme ... It's not easy to open up to your 
neighbors and to the people you live with when taiking about things 
like abuse and neglect and hurt, but in coming together like this and 
trying to open up and face each other and address the situation, you 
are developing a arength and a community foundation because now 
you can talk to your neighbours, the people you live with, instead of 
avoiding each other and whatever huas there have been.. . 
We've receiveû excellent feedback on Border Beacon.. .it helps people 
look at their issues in the community and in themselves ... they are able 
to share theu feelings and tears in their own voice, from their own 
heart, in their own language and dont have to think about what they're 
saying in English, but can just say it.. . 



1 reaüy wanted to work with people in country, especially because 
everyone had always spoken of being in country as heaüng, healthy, as 
a cruciai pan of who we are as Innu, as healthy Innu. So I wanted to 
work with people in count ry... the clients for the mobile treatment 
programme came fiom a pool of people in both communities M a r  
to the alcohol and dnig counseUors and already in the recovery heaiing 
process. The organizers asked people in this group for submissions 
and then talked to the people that were interested in coming, to 
evaiuate their place in the h&g process and to and admit that at a 
point that the programme could help the most. The ten counsellors' 
nnal assessrnent was that 45% clients needed to go; they wouldn't take 
hdividuals because it is a f d y  treatment programme7 with three 
fëmilies wming fiom each community. moa 

1 thuik the programme worked, and people liked it there because there 
was caribou, fish, and partndge.. . (~rio.b 1- th f ia )  

Mobile treatment at Border Beacon exemplifies many of the themes and issues 

discussed previously in this chapter and this thesis. In the first place, Border Beacon is a 

community based and initiated programme that focuses on helping people heal by bringing 

troubled farnilies together in a country setting to tdk. Unlike the extemal treatment 

programmes both .at Brentwood and Poundmaker's, theprogramme at Border Beacon is 

conducted whoUy in Inmuiimun, the matemal language of everyone present at the 

programme. 

Furthemore, Border Beacon combines extemal practices Wce lectures and 

information sessions on topics such as 'alcoholism as a disease', 'grieWig: and 'aftercare', 

with a distinctly Innu setting and Innu 'cultural days'. Thus although the content of 

mobile treatment appears to be higbly inûuenced by the training the counseDors have 

received at the Nechi Institute about addictions counseiling, the setting they have chosen 

to work in is nch with cultural signifi&ce for IMU and c h e s  deep symbolic meaning. 

As described in Chapter Three, country space is marked in community discourse as a 

distinctively Innu space, as a healing space; a space away fiom the pressures of community 

Me; a space were people fa1 relaxed and closer to their farnilies. The cornmunity 

5845 clients atteded the first Maon and 41 the rcîond 



organizers are buüding on these almost mythical proportions of country for its perceiveci 

healing potential and joining it with extemal techniques. 

This reancho~g in country space is itself a potmt characteristic of the programme 

that helps emphasize the family and communal dimensions of mobile treatment; indeed, it 

is these very dimensions that are increasingly being descnbed in the community discourse 

as "the Innu wayn of approaching cornmunity healing. Although a number of people 

puestioned the worth of extemal treatment programmes and felt that the programmes 

were not Innu', this syncretic approach of mobile treatment at Border Beacon was 

deemed successfiil and worthwhile by everyone 1 spoke with. It appears that the issue at 

stake here is not one of "tradition" in the sense of "how did we heal traditionaiîy", but 

rather "how do we as Inm heal our community?; "what, as h m ,  do we tum to in order to 

address what is happening in our community?". For many people, the answer is S i e d  to 

a vision of country space as a place of strength and of "Innu-ness". Traditions were not 

being evoked or recreated as much as the strength of country space as a place where Innu 

are strong was being mob'ied to help people regain confidence and change their 

iifestyles. 

In this chapter 1 have shown the wide variety and scope of programmes geared 

towards comunity healing in Sheshatshit, their influence on the dEerent levels of 

community We, and the intemal debates mishg fiom this context. A final issue 1 would 

üke to address retums to the difEerences between Healing SeMces and Social SeMces. 

Social suffering is a violent process, hgmenting interpersonal relations and the 

community fabric. Previously in Sheshatshit there was a distinct lack of concrete 

resources and programmes to assist people in their attempts to reorder and heal these 

injured relations. During the past seven years, some comrnunity members have 

increasingly tumed to extemal sources for help: training programmes such as Nechi (with 

programmes üke "Family Healing Circles". " Sentencing Circles", " Anger Management "), 

extemal treatment centres, and Alcoholics Anonymous have begun to fil1 this void. 



Significantly, these extemal elernents once introduced have not remaineci static: as much 

as they have influenced local approaches to healing, they have in tum been shaped by the 

local reaüty of Sheshatshit. For srample, "talking" as a mecbanism for heahg has been 

incorporated by both Healing Services workers and Social Services workers but utilized in 

distinct ways: Healing Services emphasizes t a h g  as a way to reconcile fiunilies, while 

Social SeMces focuses on talking more as revealing cases of abuse. 

H&g SeMces is mandated to work with social problems on both the individual 

and communal levels. It is also deeply invoived as negotiator on behalf of comrnunity 

members with extenor forces at one point of interface: the criminal justice system. On the 

other hand, Social S e ~ c e s  represents one aspect of the saine extemal system and helps 

Unplement it within Sheshatshit. Both programmes are involved in community healing, but 

these constraints appear to have changed the meaning healing takes on in each context. 

Furthemore, the extent to which extemal notions of healing (taking "talking" as a therapy 

again to illustrate this point) have been transfonned and reinterpreted correlates with the 

focus of the difEerent programmes. Social Services, with its approach geared at a more 

individualistic level (such as the Anger Management programme for inmates that works 

with people that have been temporarily removed fiom the community) and foilowing a 

specific govemment (extemal) mandate, leaves extemal philosophies of treatment largely 

unmodified. On the other hand Healing Services, mandated by the community and 

initiated locally (intemal), has rnaximized a reinterpretation of extemal information 

towards healing by such programmes as mobile treatment, a syncretic and community 

based therapy that draws on both ïnnu knowledge and reshaped extemal elements. 



What does it mean to heal a community? How does a comrnunity hed? As I have 

demonstrateci, the answen to these questions and the questions themseives are 

exceptionally important in Sheshatshit today. In general terms, community healing is- about 

relationships; it is about individuals; it is about restoring balance and mending the social 

fabtic, yet beyond this framework, community members hold a wide variety of opinions 

about the most salient aspects of healing and the best ways to approach it. 

Commwity healùig is a response to coliective problems and social suffering. It is 

equally a process that takes place on the individual level as people seek to resrder 

interpersonal relationships that have been grievously injured by abuse and dcohoiism. On 

a concrete level, community intervention programmes such as Healing Services and Social 

Senices are (in their distinct ways and according to their respective mandates) providing 

people with fiameworks in which to irnplement these changes. The therapeutic value of 

"talking" as a mechanism towards healing is being encouraged and intervention workers 

are helping to mate  space for it within the community. Increasingiy, extemal treatment 

and training programmes are also being described by some community members as highly 

therapeutic and helpful. This in tum has sparked debate as to what "Innu ways" are in the 

face of these social problems and what a distinctly h u  position towards comrnunity 

healing should be. As such, community healing is linked to issues of IMU identity and how 

it is being asserted and defined. 

Social tunnoil is aimless and destructive, snowbalhg into a variety of interrelateà 

problems: alcoholism, family violence, sexual abuse, and neglect circling without beginning 

and without ending. However, for some community members, the pent up anger and 

frustration that go dong with such situations came eventually to serve them and helped 

tngger political protest and aaivism against NATO low-level flight training and restrictive 



garne lam. These particular issues that sparked Innu political protest were especi* 

signifiant not only because of theu implications for self-determination, but also because 

they are intimatety tied to the assertion of h u  identity. The NATO overfiights and the 

game laws endangereâ Innu autonomy to live in country and h u  caribou hunting, both 

central tenets of Innu-ness with strong symbolic significance to Innu. Furthemore, 

according to community discourse, the strength and pride people rediscovered by 

pvticipating in these protests was the same strength that then lent itseifto healing ("it took 

a lot of courage to walk on the runway ... ") h d  breakhg the cycle of social s u f f e ~ g  and 

pain. Part of community healing then loops back to pnde and empowennent; being proud 

of being Innu is an element of community heaiing on both the individual and communal 

levels. 

Another salient point of connedon between comrnunity healing and the 

remobilization of Innu identity is seen in country space. Going in country emerged time 

after time in community discourse as a central element of being Innu and as a place of 

strength for Innu people: "The healing for the Innu, 1 think, is in the CO untq..."; 

"...everyone had always spoken of being in country as healing, as healthy, as a crucial part 

of who we are as Innu, as healthy Innu"; "...the medicine and food we need, trees, water, 

plants, are ail in the country and al1 that we need to heal". Country space takes on almost 

mythic qualities in ternis of its capacity to heal on both the personal and community levels, 

and offers a safe space in which to disentangle deeply painfil issues. Through a nostalgia 

for the past that remembers We in country in the "old days" as hedthier and happier, Innu 

are rediscovering new strength for the present by evoking the perceived strength of 

country space to permit a rebuilding of individual and interpersonal relations and reinforce 

social connections by refemng to the past. This is exemplified not only by people's 

comments about being in country, but also by the highiy successful mobile treatment 

programme at Border Beacon that is utilizing outside treatment therapies within a 

symbolically charged 1mu setting. 



Much has been made of the "invention of tradition" (Hobsbawm and Ranger 1983) 

and "genuine" and "invented" traditions (Hobsbawm 1983). Mers have challenged these 

static concepts of tradition and descriied tradition as more fluid and as an "on-going 

interpretation of the past"* (Handler and Linnekin 1984:287). This thesis takes both 

identity and tradition to be fluid and ever changing, but aiso has avoided trying to quali@ 

"traditions" and "Innu traditions". Insead, 1 have chosen to describe country space and 

Innu identity in terms of substantive nostalgia (Strathem 1995) that focuses on how the 

nostalgia for country and the p s t  has beei reshaped in conjunction with present day needs 

and within the present day context to mean something new whüe at the sarne t h e  refemng 

to the remembered past. "Nostalgia" should not be taken to mean something 

condescending or "invented", but rat her as Battaglia emphasizes, as "a vehicle of 

knowledge, rather than only a yearning for something lost. ..nostalgia for a sense of future" 

(1995:77-8). Indeed, the reshaping and remobilizing of country space within the context 

of community healing is a strongly positive and forward looking movement, reaching 

towards creating a better fuhire for Sheshatshit. 
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